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ABSTRACT
Despite model improvements and different control algorithms, much work remains to be
done to attain maximum motor performance. This work attempts to achieve control and
velocity tracking for a step motor using optimization techniques. The resulting system
displays practical stabilization for velocity tracking of a voltage-fed permanent-magnet
stepper motor. The control design is an output-feedback design that utilizes stator current
and rotor position measurements. The goal of this work is to design a controller that is
robust to load torques, cogging forces, and other disturbances satisfying certain bounds
by estimating the speed and position of the motor using an extended Kalman filter. The
controller and the estimator are implemented in a Microchip PIC16F877 microcontroller
using embedded technology, and speed control is achieved using the estimated motor
state. The PIC16F877 is interfaced to a PC through USART communication to send the
real time data to the PC for analysis and comparison with Matlab results.
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CHAPTER VI
RESULTS
6.1 Introduction
In this work a sensorless technique for controlling the stepper motor using a Kalman filter
has been developed. Such a controller doesn’t need a sensor or encoder to measure the
speed or position of the motor; it estimates the speed and position using the measured
states in form of either current or voltage. Here it estimates the speed and position from
the measured states and uses that value for control by comparing it against the reference
value. We can use P, PD or PID control, and we can tune the parameter values to get
better control after getting the estimated states.
In this chapter we simulate the system by using the proper system model and input in
MATLAB, and then we implement the control algorithm in actual hardware to get
experimental test results.

6.2 Simulation Results
A number of simulations were carried out to verify the performance of the state
estimation, particularly of the speed estimation with EKF. First of all we run the system
open-loop without any controller and check the steady state of the system as shown in
Figs. 6.1 and 6.2. For open loop we run the system by applying the test input in the form
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of sine and cosine of 100 Hz frequency with given motor parameters. From Fig 6.1 we
can see that it stabilizes at 6.28 rad/sec value of speed. The current waveform of the
windings also looks smooth.
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Then we simulate the system with a proportional controller where the frequency of the
sine and cosine is the control variable of the system. Fig. 6.3 shows the position and
velocity response of the system where the reference speed is 4 rad/sec. Fig. 6.4 shows the
velocity error response with time and Fig. 6.5 shows the winding current response.
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Then we simulate the system with PD Controller introducing 5% white noise (one
standard deviation) in the measurement of speed as shown in Fig. 6.6 − 6.8. Here, I
simulate the system for longer time until it gets steady state. We can see that at about 3
sec the velocity response getting steady state condition.
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Fig. 6.5 Position and Velocity Response with 5% White Noise Using PD Control
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Then we simulate the system with a continuous time Kalman filter. Here we used the
following noise parameters for the simulations.
Control Noise = 0.001 volts (Std dev of uncertainty in control inputs)
AccelNoise = 0.05 rad/sec^2 (Std dev of shaft acceleration noise)
Meas. Noise = 0.1 amps (Standard deviation of measurement noise)
The standard deviation of the estimation error is shown below.

Estimation
Error

Position(radians) Velocity(rad/sec) Winding
Current
A(amps)
0.00035278
0.13547
0.0020486

Winding
Current
B(amps)
0.0026641

TABLE V Standard Deviation of Estimation Error for continuous time KF

Fig. 6.7 shows the true and estimated position response. We can see from the table and
simulation that the standard deviation of error is 0.00035. Figure 6.8 shows the true and
estimated velocity response. Here, we can see that the estimated velocity is fairly close to
the actual velocity. Fig 6.9 shows winding currents error (actual minus estimated) for
both currents. We can see from the figure that error is very small in both the cases.
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KF
Then we simulate the system with the hybrid extended Kalman filter with the same noise.
The simulation result is shown in Figs. 6.10 − 6.12. Fig 6.10 shows the true and estimated
response for position. We can see that estimated result is very close to the actual results.
Fig 6.11 shows the true and estimated velocity response. We can observe that estimated
response is more close to the actual response compare to the Kalman filter. The standard
deviation of velocity error is 0.051. Fig 6.12 shows the winding currents error (actual –
estimated) response for both windings. We can see from the response that error value is
less compared to the Kalman filter.
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Then we simulate the system with the discrete time extended Kalman filter with a
sampling time of 0.001 sec. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 6.13 and Fig. 6.14.
Fig. 6.13 shows the true and estimated velocity and position response using discrete time
extended Kalman filter. We can see from figures that estimated results are very closely
following the actual results. Fig. 6.14 shows the error response of velocity and position.
We can see from that the error value is really smaller and its magnitude is in power of
10 (-5) , which is really small compared to the KF and EKF. Fig. 6.15 shows the error
P

P

response for winding current A and B. From the figures we can see that the error value is
much smaller compared to the continuous time EKF and hybrid EKF.
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Fig. 6.15 Winding Current A and B Error (True minus Estimated) Response Using
DEKF
Then we simulate the system using PD control with the discrete time extended Kalman
filter. Figure 6.16 shows the true and estimated position and velocity response using
discrete time extended Kalman filter with PD control for velocity loop. We can see from
figures that velocity control loop is working really good with estimated result and very
close to true results. Figure 6.17 shows error response for position and velocity between
true and estimated value. We can see from the figure that magnitude of error is
comparably smaller than KF and EKF. Figure 6.18 shows the winding currents error
response
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0.00035278

Error norm of
Error norm
Velocity (rad/sec) of Winding
Current A
(amps)
0.13547
0.0020486

Error norm
of Winding
Current B
(amps)
0.0026641

0.0001019

0.051531

0.0011002

0.0011122

5.6844e-006

0.0025812

8.7268e-005

0.00010274

4.634e-006

0.0027987

0.00010587

0.00010662

Error norm
of position
(radians)
Continuous
Kalman Filter
Hybrid Extended
Kalman Filter
Discrete time
Extended Kalman
Filter
Discrete time
Extended Kalman
Filter With PD
control

TABLE VI Comparison Table of Error Norm Using Different Filter
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The above table shows the comparison of the error norm between the true value and
estimated value of stepper motor position, velocity and winding currents while applying
the Kalman filter, hybrid extended Kalman filter and discrete time extended Kalman filter
and discrete time extended Kalman filter with PD control. Here, we keep the control
noise equal to 0.001, process noise 0.05 and measurement noise 0.1 for all the
simulations. From the results we can see that the error norm using the hybrid and discrete
Kalman filter is small compared to the continuous Kalman filter. This may be because the
integration step size for the continuous time Kalman filter was too large (recall that the
continuous time Kalman filter assumes continuous dynamics and measurements). The
discrete time extended Kalman filter and discrete time EKF with PD control have
approximately the same error norm. So we can say that discrete time extended Kalman
filter works well for this model and we can implement it in hardware using a
microcontroller.

The above MATLAB results are simulated by assuming some standard test inputs and
approximating the noisy measurements by introducing some noise to the true simulated
winding currents. But now we simulate the same system in MATLAB by using the actual
sine and cosine that are input to the motor and using the current waveforms that we
measured from the hardware-based system. Here we used the steady value of Kalman
gain which we get by simulating the system until it reached steady state. Figure 6.19
shows the velocity and position response using the discrete time extended Kalman filter.
We can see that estimated value is closely following the true value. Figure 6.20 shows
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position and velocity error response using the DEKF. Figure 6.21 shows the winding
current A and B error response using the discrete time extended Kalman filter. Here we
simulated the whole system in the two parts that we are trying to achieve in real time. We
run the motor equation (time update) for 6 ms with a 0.2 ms sampling time. After that we
update the estimation of the states (i.e., measurement update every 6 ms) using the steady
state value of Kalman gain, which we can later use to control the speed or position. These
values were obtained on the basis of the microcontroller timing that was required for the
time update equations.
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We then simulated the same system using PD speed control. Figure 6.22 shows the
position velocity response using PD control where we use the EKF estimate of speed to
obtain speed control of the motor. Figure 6.23 shows position and velocity error response
for the discrete time extended Kalman filter with PD control. Figure 6.24 shows the
winding current A and B error (true minus estimated) response for the DEKF using PD
control. Here from the figures we can see that error value is large compared to that
obtained through simulated measurements.
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Error norm
of position
(Radian)
0.0012332
Discrete time
Extended Kalman
Filter
0.00049821
Discrete time
Extended Kalman
Filter With PD
Control

Error norm of
Error norm
Velocity(Rad/sec) of Winding
Current A
(Amp)

Error norm
of Winding
Current B
(Amp)

0.08872

0.058463

0.058962

0.093239

0.025637

0.025427

TABLE VII Comparison Table of Error Norm Using Actual Measurements from
Hardware
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6.3 Experimental Results
In this section the real-time results of the micro stepping control of the motor with the
EKF is presented. In hardware first of all we have to drive the stepper motor through a
micro-stepping technique, where we are applying the inputs of sine and cosine to the
drive circuitry. So the stepper motor stepping sequence follows that form of input. Here
we generate the sine and cosine input through the PIC16F877 by writing the software to
generate the PWM with varying duty cycle, where varying duty cycle follows the sine
and cosine form of the time period. The generated PWM is applied to the RC- filter
circuitry to generate the smooth sine and cosine wave form. This signal is applied to the
driver chip to drive the stepper motor. Here in Fig. 6.25 we can see the generated sine and
cosine waveform, obtained from an oscilloscope trace.
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Fig. 6.25 Test Input Sine and Cosine from the PIC16F877

We measure the current waveform of voltage across the sense resistor on the L6208 chip
at two different points. The measured signal is filtered using the RC-filter and than
amplified by a gain of 10 through an amplifier. After amplifying, the signal is applied to
the analog input of the PIC16F877. The generated analog signal is shown in Fig.26 as
below.
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Fig 6.26 Measured Winding Currents inform of Voltage across Sense Resistor

We get digital count values from the analog input at the appropriate PIC16F877 pin.
Then we can use that digital count as two winding current inputs to the mathematical
model of the stepper motor that we implement by software in the PIC16F877 using the C
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programming language. Using mathematical models and implementing the extended
Kalman filter equations we can estimate the speed and position information in actual
hardware just like that we obtain in software using Matlab.
Here, as part of implementing the extended Kalman filter in the PIC16F877, first of all
we implement the non-linear mathematical model of the stepper motor in the PIC16F877
through C programming. Our next step is to implement the real time extended Kalman
filter in the PIC16F877 where it computes the states and gain value every time through
matrix computations. But because of the PIC limitation of handling the matrix
computation we have to change from the time varying Kalman filter to the steady state
Kalman filter, where the steady state filter gain is obtained from a Matlab simulation.
While implementing the steady state value of the Kalman gain, we have to implement the
different measurement update equation and time update equation to work the same as in
Matlab. Now while implementing that one of the big issues is the system throughput. The
C-compiler floating point calculation takes around 150 microseconds just to compute one
multiplication instruction. While implementing the time update equation we have to use
many floating point multiplications. But because of that problem the system update time
can’t match the minimum requirement of system measurement sampling time (scan time)
to make the estimator stable. To address this problem we can reduce the system or
estimator order. Also we can use constants in the firmware instead of calculating numbers
where possible to try to reduce the computation. In spite of these efforts we still could not
achieve the system update time less than required sampling time of about 0.2 ms to run
the system without stability problems. So we can say that to make the hardware run and
get the same result that we obtain through the Matlab simulation, we have to use either a
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faster compiler or we have to switch to a DSP where it has fast computation time for
floating point as well as for fixed point computations. Because by using a proper DSP we
will able to achieve the system throughput time on the order of milliseconds or less. So
we can say that by switching to a proper micro-controller or DSP, or by implementing the
filter equations in analog hardware, we can accomplish the proposed concept.

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Stepper motors are used in a variety of applications, including high and low propulsion
technology, computer peripherals, machine tools, robotics, etc. The interest in this system
has been steadily increasing requirements for accuracy and repeatability while at the
same time placing ever tighter demands on the maximum and constancy of speed as well
as position resolution. However it has a non-linear and coupled dynamic structure so we
could use different control schemes to make the stepper more competitive to use in
different levels of application. Open loop control will provide a satisfactory solution
under limited conditions. But for high performance dynamic operation this will not give
satisfactory results. So we need to find more sophisticated control methods to make the
performance of stepper motors much more competitive. We can do this by using newer
techniques for drive control using fast semiconductor power switches and powerful
microcontrollers made for motor application.
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This work is mainly focused on finding optimized control techniques using simulation
and implementation in a PIC16F877 microcontroller using “micro-stepping” drive
control. Further, use of a state estimator instead of a costly speed sensor will reduce the
cost and increase the reliability of the overall system. By measuring two winding currents
and using an extended Kalman filter, one can obtain speed and position estimation.

1.1 Sensorless Control
In recent years there have been successful applications of different types of control theory
in the areas of robotics, aircraft control, and motor torque and speed control and
estimation using powerful microcontrollers. Complex applications can be implemented
by the use of different control methods in standard practice. In conventional
methodologies, one has to use different kinds of sensors or transducers to make
controllers more robust. But sensors cost a lot, may not give enough resolution, and may
have a high failure rate. Using some kind of observer or filter one can get the information
of non-measured states. So to achieve better solutions in low cost applications one can
use the proper model of the system, information of easily measured parameters and some
kind of observer or filter to get the information of non-measured parameters. The two
basic groups of observers depend upon the control methodology we use.
Open loop observers can be based on
Current model
Voltage model
Closed loop observers can be based on
Full-order observer

3
Model reference adaptive systems
Kalman filter techniques
Adaptive observers based on voltage and current
Neural network flux and speed estimators
The Kalman filter technique is one of the good methods employed to identify the speed
and rotor-flux based on measured quantities such as current or voltage. This approach is
based on the system model and mathematical model describing stepper motor dynamics.
Parameter deviation and measurement disturbance are taken into consideration by
initializing covariance matrices to proper values. It has good dynamic behavior and
disturbance resistance against measurement and process errors. It can also work well in
the standstill position. For nonlinear motor model we can used an extended Kalman filter
(EKF). Reduced order models are also proposed to shorten and speed up the complex
EKF algorithm.

To implement a filter in practical application is a very complex problem, which involves
math routines to calculate in real time. One can easily achieve these by microcontrollers
or DSPs with high mathematical power. The computing power of microcontrollers allows
users to make a shift from hardware to software by software modeling and simulation in
real time. This approach can be accomplished by development and implementation of
advanced control algorithms.

1.2 Literature survey
Significant research advances have been recently made and numerous methods been
developed to control motor position and speed without sensors. The literature consistently
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shows that this was not easy to achieve and only some authors succeeded in fully
implementing sensorless control in real time. The others studied in detail different
estimation techniques but this work was mostly theoretical and sometimes accompanied
by experimental results.

Estimation technique based on mutual magnetic coupling between winding was proposed
by Arefeen, Ehseni and Lipo [ARE94]. This technique was borrowed from the rotor
position techniques used for the switched reluctance machine. It was used to identify the
rotor angular position at the zero crossing of the phase currents, which were controlled by
a simple hysteresis regulator. An advantage of the method was that it was unaffected by
stator resistance, while shortcomings were low estimation update rate and required
knowledge of angular velocity and the use of lookup tables.

An experimental sensorless torque vector controller was designed and built by
Lagerquist, Boldea and Miller [LAG94]. Speed estimates were derived from the flux
phasor position and thus no speed sensor was needed. The flux magnitude was controlled
at the knee point value on the maximum torque per ampere characteristic in order to
minimize copper losses at full load. Despite this, it was shown both theoretically and
experimentally that the machine efficiency was generally less than under the condition of
the maximum torque per ampere control strategy, particularly at light loads.

Some other representative approaches have also been considered to estimate the speed
without a shaft sensor by comparing their sensitivity to parameter variations, their ability
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to handle the load on the motor and their speed tracking capability. Adaptive methods
considered the speed as an unknown constant parameter and used techniques to estimate
the speed. Bodsen and Chiasson approached the problem from the parameter
identification point of view [BOD93]. The idea is to consider the speed as an unknown
constant parameter and to find the value of speed that best fits measured data to the
dynamic equation of the motor. This approach assumes the parameters are known and
fixed with time.

Domenico Casadei, Giovanni Serra and Angelo Tani proposed the technique to estimate
the speed and flux of the motor without assuming the speed is slowly varying compared
to electrical variables [DOM03]. Their approach uses polar coordinates of the flux rather
than Cartesian. They developed complementary flux estimator when the sign of the speed
is unknown which uses the ratio of stator and rotor electrical frequency to find estimator
convergence conditions.

1.3 Introduction to the Technology
As we know stepper motors are used in a variety of applications, including high and low
propulsion technology, computer peripherals, machine tools, robotics, etc. The interest
for this system has been steadily increasing requirements for accuracy and repeatability,
while at the same time placing ever tighter demands on the maximum speed and the
constancy of speed and reduced overall cost of the system. But position and velocity
sensors used in different types of application cost around $100 to $10,000 each. When we
require more than one sensor in a particular application that makes the overall system
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cost increase by a lot. In the United States the sensor market for every year is around $6.1
billion and increasing with an average annual growth rate (AAGR) of 4.6%. So after 5
years it will become around $7.6 billion [GLO04]. So our aim is to find some technique
where we can estimate the states or parameters of the system using the information of the
measured outputs. To estimate the states we can use the Kalman filter technique with a
proper mathematical model of the whole system. We can implement the mathematical
model with a Kalman filter routine in a cheap microcontroller to estimate the states
online. Using this type of technique we can replace this costly sensor by a cheaper microcontroller in any industrial application. Here, our plan is to estimate the velocity and
position of a stepper motor by measuring the winding currents using the PIC16F877
microcontroller. By doing that we can get away from the use of costly encoders.

1.4 Thesis Organization
This research work considers the development of sensorless control of permanent magnet
stepper motor using MATLAB® first by simulating the motor equation and than
implementing in a PIC16F877 microcontroller for real time control. Chapter II presents
the problem formulation. It describes methods or procedures used as well as obtained
results. Chapter III presents an overview of various kinds of stepper motors, their
advantages and various control techniques. Chapter IV presents an introduction to the
Kalman filter, different techniques for implementation, and their advantages and
disadvantages. Chapter V presents how to implement sensorless control in a PIC16F877
microcontroller with peripheral hardware. First it describes how to implement the “microstepping” technique to drive the motor in software using C. Then it discusses how to
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implement the extended Kalman technique with P or PD control using peripheral
hardware with the PIC16F877 and its software algorithm. Chapter VI presents the results
obtained by implementing the extended Kalman technique with P or PD control using
MATLAB® simulation. It finally states the various advantages of this type of technique
and proposed future work. Chapter VII presents some conclusions and suggestions for
future research.

CHAPTER II
PROBLEM FORMULATION
This work is mainly focused on speed control of permanent magnet stepper motors
without use of an encoder. We use an extended Kalman Filter to estimate the states of the
motor instead of measuring them through a costly encoder, and use the estimated value of
speed to control the actual speed and position of the motor. The voltage input, which is in
the form of a sine and cosine for the two windings, is generated through the PIC16F877
and drive circuit. Measured current across the sense resistor tells us the winding voltage
and is used with the extended Kalman filter to reconstruct the states of motor.

Originally, stepper motors were designed to provide precise position and velocity
control within a fixed number of steps using open loop control. The basic equation of PM
stepper motors is stated below. We will prove it in the next chapter. The stepper motor
mathematical model is simulated in MATLAB® for analysis and for studying its
response in different environments.
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For a two phase PM motor with N motor teeth and the two phases ( φ j ) at 0 and ( π /2)
the following state space equations can be derived,

dθ
= ω
dt

% angular velocity

dω
(− kmIa sin( Nθ ) + kmIb cos( Nθ ) − Bω − Tl )
=
dt
J

% angular acceleration

dIa
(Va − RIa + kmω sin( Nθ ))
=
dt
L

% current through winding a

dIb
(V − RIb + kmω sin( Nθ ))
=
dt
L

% current through winding b

Where
B

= Viscous Friction (N*m*s/rad)
L

= Self Inductance in each Winding (Henrys)

km = Motor Torque Constants (V*s/rad)
J

= Rotor Inertia (N*m*s^2/rad)

R = Resistance of Each Winding (ohms)
where the emf j and V j are given by the equations below:
B

B

B

B

Vj (t ) = emfj + RIj (t ) + L

B

dIj (t )
dt

where, emfj = electromotive force induced in the phase j
R = resistance of the coils
L

= inductance of the coils

However, the EMF in each coil can be expressed as,

emfj = km sin(φ j + Nθ (t ))ω (t )
where, ω = rotational velocity of the rotor

B
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The problem is to find the suitable control variable so that the system tracks desired
position and velocity with accepted errors while keeping the states and control variables
bounded too. The following motor parameters (Table I) were taken from the motor
specification and are constant throughout the simulation.

Motor Parameters

Symbol Value

Units

Rotor Load Inertia

J

2.02*10^(-6)

N-m-S^2/rad

Viscous Friction

B

1* 10^(-3)

N-m-S^2/rad

Self Inductance of Winding

L

0.005

Henry

Resistance in Phase Winding

R

2.5

Ohm

Number of rotor teeth

N

100

Motor Torque Constant

Km
B

B

0.05

V-S/rad

TABLE I: Motor Simulation Specification

As a part of the design goal to implement the extended Kalman filter for the stepper
motor, first one has to simulate the motor model open loop and then closed loop and then
check and compares the results for better understanding of the overall system. Then we
can easily implement the extended Kalman filter in MATLAB and in the PIC16F877 for
estimation and control of the different non-measured states using the measured states.

CHAPTER III
STEPPER MOTORS
3.1 Introduction
A stepper motor is a marvel in simplicity. It has no brushes or contacts and it is a
synchronous motor with the magnetic field electronically switched to rotate the armature
magnet. The essential function of a stepper motor is to translate switching excitation
changes into precisely defined increments of rotor position [ADV00]. A stepper motor
can be viewed as an electric motor without commutators [DOUCS]. Typically, all the
windings in the motor are part of the stator, and the rotor is either a permanent magnet, or
in the case of variable reluctance motors, a toothed block of some magnetically soft
material. A stepping motor system consists of three basic elements, often combined with
some type of user interface (like a host computer or a PLC) as shown in Fig 3.1.

USER
INTERFACE

High Level
Command

Controller

DRIVER

STEP
Pulses

MOTOR

Motor
Current

Fig 3.1 Stepper Motor System
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The first element, the indexer, is a microprocessor capable of generating pulses and
direction signals to the driver [ADV00]. The second element is the driver and converts
the indexer command signal into the power necessary to energize the motor winding
[ADV00]. The last element is the step motor which is an electromagnetic device that
converts the digital pulses into mechanical shaft rotation. Advantages of step motors
(compared to other types of motors) are low cost, high reliability, high torque at low
speeds and a simple rugged construction that operates in almost any environment. The
disadvantages of step motors are resonance effects at low speeds and decreasing torque
with increasing speed.

Due to various disadvantages of DC motors in some applications they are increasingly
begin replaced by servo motors or stepper motors [FEN00]. Both types of motors offer
similar opportunities for precise positioning but they differ in a number of ways. Servo
motors require analog feedback control systems of some type while stepper motors can
run open loop. When making a choice between them, a number of issues that are
application specific must be considered. From a control engineer’s perspective, the
development of open loop or closed loop control involves modeling, and simulation of
any system (a stepper motor in this case) requires a thorough understanding of the system
dynamics. This chapter will provide a brief overview of the electromechanical behavior
of the stepper motor and its principle of operation. Below in Fig 3.2 we see the basic
components of a stepper motor.
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Fig. 3.2 Components of a PM Stepper Motor: (a) Rotor; (b) Stator [FEN00]

3.2 Theory of Operation of Stepper Motors
Stepper motors provide means for precise positioning and speed control without the use
of feedback sensors. The basic operation of the stepper motor allows the shaft to move a
precise number of degrees each time a pulse of electricity is sent to the motor. The shaft
of the motor moves only the number of degrees that it was designed for when each pulse
is delivered. We can control these pulses that are sent and control the positioning and
speed. The rotor of the motor produces torque from the interaction between the magnetic
field in the stator and rotor. The strength of the magnetic field is proportional to the
amount of the current sent to the stator and number of turns in the windings [THOBE].

The stepper motor uses electromagnetic theory to make the motor shaft turn a precise
distance when a pulse of electricity is provided. Like poles of a magnet repel and unlike
poles attract. Figure 3.3 shows a typical cross-sectional view of the rotor and stator of a
stepper motor. From this diagram we can see that stator has four poles, and the rotor has
six poles. So the rotor will require 12 pulses of electricity to move the 12 steps to make
one complete revolution. Another way to say this is that the rotor will move precisely 30
degrees for each pulse of electricity the motor receives. When no power is applied to the
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motor, the residual magnetism in the rotor magnets will cause the rotor to detent or align
one set of its magnetic pole with the magnetic poles of one of the stator magnets. This
means that the rotor will have 12 possible detent positions. When the rotor is in a detent
position, it will have enough magnetic force to keep the shaft from moving to the next
position. This is what makes the rotor feel like it is clicking from one position to the next
as you rotate the rotor by hand with no power applied.

Fig 3.3 Six Pole Rotor and Four Pole Stator in a Stepper Motor [TH0BE]
When power is applied, it is directed to only one of the stator pairs of windings, which
will cause that winding pair to become a magnet. One of the coils for the pair will
become the north pole, and the other will become the south pole. When this occurs, the
stator coil that is the north pole will attract the closest rotor tooth that has the opposite
polarity, and the stator coil that is the south pole will attract the closest rotor tooth that
has the opposite polarity. When current is flowing through these poles, the rotor will now
have a much stronger attraction to the stator winding, and the increased torque is called
the holding torque.
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By changing the current flow to the next stator winding, the magnetic field will be
changed 90°. The rotor will only move 30° before its magnetic fields will again align
with the change in the stator field. The magnetic field in the stator is continually changed
as the rotor moves through the 12 steps to move a total of 360°. Figure 3.4 shows the
position of the rotor changing as the current supplied to the stator changes [THOBE].

In Fig. 3.4a we can see that when current is applied to the top and bottom stator windings,
they will become a magnet with the top part of the winding being the north pole, and the
bottom part of the winding is the south pole. We should notice that this will cause the
rotor to move a small amount so that one of its south poles is aligned with the north stator
pole (at the top). The opposite end of the rotor pole, which is the north pole, will align
with the south pole of the stator (at the bottom). A line is placed on the south pole piece
that is located at the 12 o'clock position in Fig. 3.4a so that we can follow its movement
as current is moved from one stator winding to the next. In Fig. 3.4b current has been
turned off the top and bottom windings, and current is now applied to the stator windings
shown at the right and left sides of the motor. When this occurs, the stator winding at the
3 o'clock position will have the polarity for the south pole of the stator magnet, and the
winding at the 9 o'clock position will have the north-pole polarity. In this condition, the
next rotor pole that will be able to align with the stator magnets is the next pole in the
clockwise position to the previous pole. This means that the rotor will only need to rotate
30° in the clockwise position for this set of poles to align with the stator poles.
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Fig.3.4 One Quarter Revolution of a Two-Phase Six-Pole Stepper Motor
[TH0BE]

In Fig. 3.4c we can see that the top and bottom stator windings are again energized, but
this time the top winding is the south pole of the magnetic field and the bottom winding
is the north pole. This change in magnetic field will cause the rotor to again move 30° in
the clockwise position until its poles will align with the top and bottom stator poles. We
should notice that the original rotor pole that was at the 12 o'clock position when the
motor first started has now moved three steps in the clockwise position [THOBE].

In Fig. 3.4d we can see that the two side stator windings are again energized, but this time
the winding at the 3 o'clock position is the north pole. This change in polarity will cause
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the rotor to move another 30° in the clockwise direction. We should notice that the rotor
has moved four steps of 30° each, which means the rotor has moved a total of 120° from
its original position. This can be verified by the position of the rotor pole that has the line
on it, which is now pointing at the stator winding that is located in the 3 o'clock position.

3.3 Types of Stepper Motors
Three basic types of stepper motors include the permanent magnet motor, the variable
reluctance motor, and the hybrid motor, which is combination of previous two.
3.3.1 Permanent Magnet (PM) Stepper Motor
A PM stepper motor operates on the reaction between a permanent-magnet rotor and an
electromagnetic field. Figure 3.5 shows a cutaway diagram of a typical permanent
magnet stepper motor. The rotor shows that the permanent magnet motor can have
multiple rotor windings, which means that the shaft for this type of stepper motor will
turn fewer degrees as each pulse of current is received at the stator [THO15].

Fig 3.5 Cutaway Diagram of a Permanent Magnet Stepper Motor [TH015]
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For example, if the rotor has 50 teeth and the stator has 8 poles with 5 teeth each (a total
of 40 teeth), the stepper motor is able to move 200 distinct steps to make one complete
revolution. This means that shaft of the motor will turn 1.8° per step. The main feature of
the permanent magnet motor is that a permanent magnet is used for the rotor, which
means that no brushes are required. The drawback of this type of motor is that it has
relatively low torque and must be used for low-speed applications. If no power is applied
to the windings a small amount of magnetic force is developed between the permanent
magnet and the stator. This magnetic force is called a residual or detent torque. The
detent torque can be noticed by turning a stepper motor by hand and is generally about
one-tenth of the holding torque [THO15]. The PM stepper motor has to overcome the
detent torque to line up with the stator field when a steady DC signal is applied to the
stator winding.

3.3.2 Variable Reluctance Stepper Motor
The variable-reluctance (VR) stepper motor at its core basically differs from the PM
stepper in that it has no permanent-magnet rotor and thus no residual torque to hold the
rotor at one position when turned off. This means the field strength can be varied. The
stator of a variable-reluctance stepper motor has a magnetic core constructed with a stack
of steel laminations. The rotor is made of demagnetized soft steel with teeth and slots, or
any other such magnetically permeable substance, unlike PM stepper motors [PAU02].
When the stator coils are energized, the rotor teeth will align with the energized stator
poles. In the non-energized condition there is no magnetic flux in the air gap so there is
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no detent torque. This type of motor operates on the principle of minimizing the
reluctance along the path of the applied magnetic field. By alternating the windings that
are energized in the stator, the stator field changes, and the rotor moves to a new position
[PAU02].

Fig 3.6 Cross Section of VR Stepper Motor [PAU02]

The motor shown in Fig 3.6 has four rotor teeth 90 degrees from each other and six poles
60 degrees apart from each others. So when the winding are energized in the recurring
sequence of 2, 3, 1, and then the motor will rotate 30 degrees per step. This motor will
provide less torque at standstill than PM motor but dynamic torque characteristics are
better.

The VR stepper motors mentioned up to this point are all single-stack motors. That is, all
the phases are arranged in a single stack, or plane. The disadvantage of this design for a
stepper motor is that the steps are generally quite large (above 15°). A variation to this
scheme is the multistack stepper motor that can produce smaller step sizes because the
motor is divided along its axial length into magnetically isolated sections, or stacks
[PAD02].
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3.3.3 Hybrid Stepper Motor
Construction of PM stepper motor becomes very complex below 7.5 deg step angles.
Smaller step angles can be realized by combining permanent magnet stepper motor and
variable reluctance stepper motor. Torque is created in the hybrid motor by the
interaction of the magnetic field of the permanent magnet and the magnetic field
produced by stator windings [PAD02].

Fig 3.7 Hybrid Stepper Motor [PAD02]

A typical hybrid motor is shown in Fig. 3.7. The stator construction is similar to the
permanent magnet motor, and the rotor is cylindrical and magnetized like the PM motor
with multiple teeth like a VR motor. The teeth on the rotor provide a better path for the
flux to flow through the preferred locations in the air gap. This increases the detent,
holding, and dynamic torque characteristics of the motor compared to the other two types
of motors. Hybrid motors have a smaller step angle compared to the permanent magnet
motor, but they are very expensive. In low cost applications, the step angle of a
permanent magnet motor is divided into smaller angles using better control techniques.
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Permanent magnet motors and hybrid motors are more popular than the variable
reluctance motor, and since the stator construction of these motors is very similar, a
common control circuit can easily drive both types of motors.

3.4 Comparison between VR and PM Stepper Motors
In general Hybrid/PM steppers have great step resolution (typically 1.8 o ) which is
P

P

advantageous when high angular position resolution is needed. On the other hand
variable reluctance steppers are useful in applications where a load is to be moved a
considerable distance, due to their large step size (typically 15 o ), with fewer number of
P

P

excitations. PM motors produce a small amount of detent torque that helps in preserving
the position even after current excitations in the windings are removed. This also proves
to be a disadvantage as they have a large mechanical inertia compared to VR motors. In
summary the choice of the type of step motor is influenced by the application and it is not
possible to categorically state which type is ‘better’.

With its wide range of applications and simple understandable physics PM stepper
motors are of great interest to control engineers. In this work we focus on investigating a
new control methodology for PM steppers [PAU02].

The speed of a stepper motor depends on the rate at which you turn on and off the coils,
and is termed the step-rate. The maximum step-rate, and hence the maximum speed,
depends upon the inductance of the stator coils. Figure 3.8 shows the relation between
current rise and winding inductance. It takes a longer time to build the rated current in a
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winding with greater inductance compared to a winding with lesser inductance. So, when
using a motor with higher winding inductance, sufficient time needs to be given for
current to build up before the next step command is issued. If the time between two step
commands is less than the current build-up time, it results in a slip, i.e., the motor misses
a step. Unfortunately, the inductance of the winding is not well documented in most of
the stepper motor data sheets. In general, for smaller motors, the inductance value of the
coil (in henrys) is much less than its resistance value (in ohms) so the time constant is
small. With a lower time constant, current rise in the coil will be faster, which enables a
higher step-rate. Using a resistance-inductance (RL) drive can achieve a higher step rate
in motors with higher inductance [PAD02].

Fig 3.8 Current Rise Rate and Torque vs. Speed Relationship in Stator winding
[PAD02]

3.5 Stepper Motor Switching Sequence
To enable rotation of the rotor the magnetic field generated by the stator windings has to
interact and drive the rotor flux, which is achieved by switching the direction of current
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flow through each winding. The switching sequences for the stepper motor are as
described below.

Full-step: The stepper motor uses a four-step switching sequence, which is called a full-

U

U

step switching sequence. Each of the windings is tapped at one end and they are
connected through a resistor to the negative terminal of the power supply [THOA9].

Fig 3.9 Switching Circuit and Sequence Table for Full Step Mode [THOA9]
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The table in Fig. 3.9 shows the sequence for energizing the coils. During the first step of
the sequence, switches SW1 and SW3 are on and the other two are off. During the second
step of the sequence, switches SW1 and SW4 are on and the other two are off. During the
third step of the sequence, SW2 and SW4 are on and the other two are off. During the
fourth step of the sequence, SW2 and SW3 are on and the other two are off. This
sequence continues through four steps, and then the same four steps are repeated again.
These steps cause the motor to rotate one step or tooth on the rotor when a pulse is
applied by closing two of the switches. This “Two Phase On” method gives 41.4 % more
torque compared to “One Phase On” method.

Half-step: Another switching sequence for the stepper motor is called an eight-step or

U

U

half-step sequence. The switching diagram for the half-step sequence is shown in
Fig. 3.10. The main feature of this switching sequence is that you can double the
resolution of the stepper motor by causing the rotor to move half the distance it does
when the full-step switching sequence is used. This means that a 200-step motor, which
has a resolution of 1.8°, will have a resolution of 400 steps and 0.9°. The way the
controller gets the motor to reach the half-step is to energize both phases at the same time
with equal current [THOA9].
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Fig 3.10 Switching Circuit and Sequence Table for Half Step Mode [THOA9]

In this sequence the first step has SW1 and SW3 on, and SW2 and SW4 are off. The
sequence for the first step is the same as the full-step sequence. The second step has SW1
on and all of the remaining switches are off. This configuration of switches causes the
rotor to move an additional half-step. The third step has SW1 and SW4 on, and SW2 and
SW3 are off, which is the same as step 2 of the full-step sequence. The sequence
continues for eight steps and then repeats. The main difference between this sequence and
the full-step sequence is that steps 2, 4, 6, and 8 are added to the full-step sequence to
create the half-step moves [THOA9].
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Micro-step:

U

U

The full-step and half-step motors tend to be slightly jerky in their

operation as the motor moves from step to step. The amount of resolution is also limited
by the number of physical poles that the rotor can have. The amount of resolution
(number of steps) can be increased by manipulating the current that the controller sends
to the motor during each step. Also we can reduce the resonance problem using microstepping at a low step rate. For that the current can be adjusted so that it looks similar to a
sine wave [THOA9].

Fig 3.11 phase current diagram in micro-step mode [TH0A9]

Figure 3.11 shows t he waveform for the current to each phase. From this diagram we can
see that the current sent to each of the two sets of windings is timed so that it is always
out of phase with each other. The fact that the current to each individual phase increases
and decreases like a sine wave and cosine wave that is always out of time with the other
phase will allow the rotor to reach hundreds of intermediate steps. The voltage sent to the
motor is now an approximate sine wave. The motor for this type of application is
generally a permanent magnet brushless DC motor. The motor windings will require a
capacitor to be wired in series for this type of application.
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Micro-stepping is a relatively new stepper motor technology that controls the current in
the motor winding. The major advantage using micro-stepping technique is as below:
1. Smooth movement at low speeds.
2. Increased step positioning resolution as a result of smaller step angle.
3. Maximum torque at both low and high step rates.
The major disadvantage of the micro-stepping technique is as below:
1. If static friction is in the system, the angular precision is limited.
2. Detent torque needs to be overcome because of the non-sinusoidal characteristic
of PM stepper motor.
3. Cost of implementation.
We will discuss this technique more in the next chapter, as this technique was used in this
thesis to drive the stepper motor.

3.6 Modeling of a Permanent Magnet Stepper (PMS) Motor
In order to investigate the dynamics of mechanisms driven by stepper motors a model had
to be created. A number of references are available on the generation of a model [ZRI91].
With a minimum background of basic laws of electromagnetism and motor physics, this
section provides a brief derivation of a nonlinear model of the 2-phase PM stepper motor
shown in Figure 3.12.
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Fig. 3.12 Single Pole, 2 Phases – PMS [ZRI91]

As explained earlier, when the windings of a phase are energized, a magnetic dipole is
generated on the stator side. If for example phase 2 is active (phase 1 is switched off),
winding 3 produces an electrical north pole and winding 4 a South Pole. Fig. 3.12 shows
the rotor in a stable position with only phase 2 powered. Alternatively powering the
windings of the stator commands the rotor flux to follow the stator field.
The number of steps per revolution of the rotor is given by,

S = NP
where,
N = number of rotor pole
P = number of stator phases

(3.1)
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The stepping angle in radian per each step is given by

θ0=

2π 2π
=
S N .P

(3.2)

If a sinusoidal characteristic of the magnetic field in the air gap is assumed, the
contribution of each phase j on the motor torque T Mj can be written as,
B

B

T M j = k m sin(φ j + N θ ( t )) I j ( t )
k m = m otor constant
W here,
θ ( t ) = actual rotor position
I j ( t ) = current in the coil as function of
φ j = lo cation of coil j in the stator

(3.3)
tim e

However the current I j (t) in the coil is a function of the supplied voltage V j (t) and the coil
B

B

B

B

properties. A general equation between V j (t) and I j (t) is given by,
B

Vj (t ) = emfj + R.Ij (t ) + L.

B

B

B

dIj (t )
dt

Where, emfj = electromotive force induced in the phase j

R
L

(3.4)

= resistance of the coils
= inductance of the coils

However, the EMF in each coil can be expressed as

emfj = km. sin(φ j + Nθ (t )). ω (t )
(3.5)
Where, ω = rotational velocity of the rotor

The total torque produced by the stepper is given as
P

TM = ∑ TMj
j =1

Using Equation 3.6, and considering the equation of motion of a stepper motor,

(3.6)
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TM = J

dω
+ Bω + Tl
dt

where, J = inertia of the rotor and the load
D = viscous damping constant

(3.7)

Tl = frictional load torque / load torque
B = Viscous Friction
The angular velocity is given by

dθ
= ω
dt

(3.8)

The above three equations (3.6, 3.7, 3.8) form the basis for a general state space
description model of a PM stepper motor. Hence for a 2 phase PM motor with Nr rotor
teeth and the two phases ( φ j ) at 0 and ( π /2) the following state space equations can be
derived.

dθ
= ω
dt

% ang.vel

dω
(− kmIa sin( Nθ ) + kmIb cos( Nθ ) − Bω − Tl )
% load acceleration
=
dt
J

dIa
(Va − RIa + kmω sin( Nθ ))
=
dt
L

% current through winding a

dIb
(Vb − RIb + kmω sin( Nθ ))
=
dt
L

% current through winding b

Where the emf j and V j are given by Equations 3.4, 3.5.
B

B

B

B

B

B

Based on these basic equations a simple model of a stepper motor can be developed in
simulation software like Matlab or Simulink for simulation and analysis.
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3.7 Selection criteria for stepper motor
When a stepper motor is selected, eight different things must be considered:
1. Operating speed in steps/second
2. Torque in oz-in.
3. Load inertia in lb-in. 2
P

P

4. Required step angle resolution
5. Time to accelerate in ms
6. Time to decelerate in ms
7. Type of drive to be used
8. Size and weight considerations
Some of this information will be provided from application specifications and other
information must be calculated.
3.7.1 Calculating Torque
The formula for calculating the torque is as below:
•

Torque (oz-in)

T = Fr
w here F = force in oz

.

r = radius in inch
•

Load inertia ( I = moment of inertia(lb – in 2 ))
P

P

W * r2
for a disk
2
W * r2 2
I(lb − in 2 ) =
( r 1 + r 2 2 ) for a hollow cyclinder
2
where W = weight in pounds
I(lb - in 2 ) =

r = radius in inchs of cylinder
r1 = inner radius of hollow cylin der
r2 = outer radius of hollow cylinder
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3.7.2 Calculating Load

The formula for equivalent inertia to overcome friction in the system and enough torque
to start or stop all inertia loads is as below [THO03]:
I *α
24
T = torque in oz-in
T=

I = the moment of inertia in lb-in 2

α = angular acceleration in rad/s 2
1/ 24 = conversion factor for converting gravitional units(in.-s 2 )

3.7.3 Frictional and Rotational Acceleration Considerations

The formula for calculating the torque required to rotationally accelerate an inertia load is
∏φ 1
*
t
180 24
where, T = torque in oz-in.

T = 2 * Io *

ω'

*

l 0 = inertial load lb-in 2
Π = 3.1416
Φ = step angle in degree

ω ' = step rate in steps per second
t = time in s

3.8 Stepper Motor Applications
Stepper motors are used in a wide variety of applications in industry, including computer
peripherals, business machines, motion control, and robotics, which are included in
process control and machine tool applications. A partial list of applications is shown
below [THO2F].
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1. Computer Peripherals:

Floppy disk
Printer
Tape Reader
Plotter
2. Business Machines:

Card Reader
Copy Machine
Banking system
Type Writer
Card sorter
3. Process Control:

Valve control
Conveyor
Assembly lines
Laser trimming
Mail handling system
4. Machine Tools:

Milling Machine
Drilling Machine
Grinding Machine
Laser Cutting
Sewing

CHAPTER IV
KALMAN FILTER TECHNIQUE
4.1 Introduction
The Kalman filter (KF) is a means to calculate beliefs that are represented by Gaussians.
In this chapter we thoroughly investigate how KFs work and how they use Gaussian
functions to update beliefs. We start our discussion in Section 4.2 with a quick overview
of what is an observer and the difference between filters and observers. In Section 4.3 we
discuss the basic concepts of the KF. In Section 4.4 we discuss sensorless control and
how we can use a KF to perform sensorless stepper motor control.
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4.2 Observers
All states are not available for feedback in many cases and one needs to estimate
unavailable state variables in order to implement state feedback control. Estimation of
immeasurable state variables is commonly called observation. A device (or a computer
program) that estimates or observes the states is called a state-observer or simply an
observer. If the state-observer observes all state variables of the system, regardless of
whether some state variables are available for direct measurement, it is called a full-order
state-observer. An observer that estimates fewer than the dimension of the state-vector is
called a reduced-order state-observer or simply a reduced-order observer. If the order of
the reduced-order state-observer is the minimum possible, the observer is called
minimum-order state-observer. Basically, there are two forms of the implementation of
an estimator: open-loop and closed-loop. The difference between these two is a
correction term, involving the estimation error, used to adjust the response of the
estimator. A closed-loop estimator is referred to as an observer. In open-loop estimators,
especially at low speeds, parameter deviations have a significant influence on the
performance of the drive both in steady state and transient state. However, it is possible
to improve the robustness against parameter mismatch and also signal noise by using
closed loop observers. An observer can be classified according to the type of
representation used for the plant to be observed. If the plant is deterministic, then the
observer is a deterministic observer; otherwise it is a stochastic observer. The most
commonly used observers are Luenberger and Kalman types [VAS98]. The Luenberger
observer (LO) is of the deterministic type, and the Kalman Filter (KF) is of the stochastic
type. The basic Kalman filter is only applicable to linear stochastic systems, and for non-
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linear systems the extended Kalman filter (EKF) can be used, which can provide
estimates of the states of a system or of both the states and parameters. The EKF is a
recursive filter (based on the knowledge of statistics of both the state and measurement
noise), which can be applied to non-linear time varying stochastic systems. The basic
Luenberger observer is applicable to linear, time-invariant deterministic systems. The
extended Luenberger observer (ELO) is applicable to non-linear time varying
deterministic systems. In summary it can be seen that both EKF and ELO are non-linear
estimators and the EKF is applicable to stochastic systems and the ELO is applicable to
deterministic systems. The simple algorithm and the ease of tuning of the ELO may give
some advantages over the conventional EKF. However, the EKF being insensitive to
parameter changes and used for stochastic systems (measurement and modeling noises
taken into consideration) is commonly preferred in field-oriented motor control
applications.

4.3 Kalman Filter
4.3.1 Introduction
R.E. Kalman published his famous paper describing a recursive solution to the discrete
data linear filtering problem [KAL60]. Since that time, due to great advances in digital
computing, the Kalman filter has been the subject of extensive research and application,
particularly in the area of autonomous or assisted navigation. Theoretically, the KF is an
estimator for what is called the linear-quadratic Gaussian problem, which is the problem
of estimating the instantaneous state of a linear system from a measurement linearly
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related to the state but corrupted by Gaussian white noise. The resulting estimator is
statically optimal with respect to any quadratic function of estimation error.
From the mathematical point view, the KF is a set of equations that provides an efficient
recursive computational solution of the least square method. The filter is very powerful in
several aspects. It provides estimation of the past, the present and the future states. This is
achieved even when precise characteristics of the modeled system are unknown. It is part
of the foundation of another discipline – modern control theory. The KF is an extremely
effective and versatile procedure for combining noisy sensor outputs to estimate the state
of the system with uncertain dynamics.
When applied to a physical system, the observer or filter will be under the influence of
two noise sources:
1. Process noise - e.g., thermic noise in a resistor, which is a part of the system.
2. Measurement noise - e.g., quantization noise.

4.3.2 Discrete Time Kalman Filter
The estimate of the state is specified by its conditional probability density function. The
purpose of a filter is to compute the state estimate, while an optimal filter minimizes the
spread of the estimation error probability density. A recursive optimal filter propagates
the conditional probability density function from one sampling instant to the next,
keeping in view the system dynamics and inputs, and it incorporates measurements and
measurement error statistics in the estimate. Therefore, the recursive generation of the
mean and covariance in finite time can be expressed as the following five steps.
State estimate extrapolation (Propagation)
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Covariance estimation extrapolation (Propagation)
Filter gain computation
State estimate update
Covariance estimate update
We use a KF to estimate the state x(k) є R n of a discrete time controlled system. The
P

P

system is described by a linear stochastic difference equation.

x(k + 1) = A(k ) x(k ) + B(k )u (k ) + v(k )

(4.1)

z(k ) = H(k)x (k ) + w(k )

(4.2)

Where v(k ) the process is noise and w( k ) is the measurement noise. In the following,

v(k ) and w(k ) will be regarded as zero mean, uncorrelated white noise sequences with
covariance Q(k ) and R (k ) respectively. The objective of the Kalman algorithm is to
determine a gain matrix, L, which minimizes the mean square of the error.

v ( k ) = N (0, Q ( k ))
w ( k ) = N (0, R ( k ))

(4 .3)
(4 .4)

The (n × n) matrix A in the difference Equation (4.1) is the dynamics matrix which
relates the sate at time step k to the sate at time step k+1. The nx1 matrix B relates the
control input u to the state x. The (m × m) matrix C in the measurement Equation (4.2)
relates the state measurement z(k). When the measurement error covariance R(k)
approaches zero, the weighting by K(k) lets the actual measurement z(k) be “trusted”
more and more, while the predicted measurement H (k ) xˆ − (k ) is trusted less and less. On
the other hand, the actual measurement z(k) is trusted less and less as the a priori estimate
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error covariance P - (k) approaches zero, and the predicted measurement H (k ) xˆ − (k ) is
P

P

trusted more and more.
The Kalman filter algorithm can be seen as a form of feedback estimation. The set of the
Kalman filter equation can be separated in two groups.
1. Time update equations
2. Measurement update equation
The time update equations project the current state and the error covariance estimates
forward in the time to obtain a priori estimates for the next time step. The measurement
update equations handle the feedback. In other words, it incorporates a new measurement
into the a priori estimate to obtain a corrected a posterior estimate. Therefore the time
update equations are predicator equations, and the measurement update equations are
corrector equations. That is, the Kalman filter is a predictor-corrector algorithm to
provide a recursive solution to the discrete time linear system, as shown in Fig. 4.1.

Fig. 4.1 Ongoing Discrete Kalman Filter Cycle
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The time and measurement update equations are presented below:
The time updates equations:

xˆ − ( k + 1) = A( k ) xˆ ( k ) + B ( k )u ( k )

(4.5)

P − ( k + 1) = A( k ) P ( k ) AT ( k ) + Q ( k )

(4.6)

The measurements update equations:

K (k ) = P − (k ) H T (k )( H (k ) P − (k ) H T (k ) + R(k ))−1
−

(4.7)

xˆ (k ) = xˆ (k ) + K (k )( z (k ) − H (k ) xˆ (k ))

(4.8)

P(k ) = ( I − K (k ) H (k )) P − (k )

(4.9)

The time update equation projects the state estimate and covariance from time step k to
step k+1. To compute the Kalman gain K(k) is the first job in the measurement update
equations. Then z(k) is obtained by actual measurement of the system. Incorporating the
actual measurement and the estimated one in equation (4.7), we generate a posterior
estimate. The last step is to compute a posterior error covariance. This is the recursive
operation of the KF. A complete picture of the operation of the KF is illustrated in Fig.
4.2. After each time and measurement update pair, the recursive algorithm is repeated
with the previous a posterior estimates to predict the new a priori estimates. This
recursive nature is the biggest advantage of the KF. This makes the practical
implementation of the Kalman filter much easier and feasible then the implementation of
the Wiener filter, because the Weiner filter obtains its estimates by using all of the
precedent data directly. In contrast, the Kalman filter only uses the immediately previous
data to predict the current states. The standard Kalman Filter algorithm is shown in Fig
4.2
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Fig. 4.2 Standard Kalman Filter Algorithm [WEL97]
Some assumptions of the discrete-time Kalman filter are:
1. The state dynamics are linear and time-invariant
2. The measurement equations is linear and time-invariant
3. The noise statistics are stationary.
That means we can get the steady-state solution of the estimated system before running
the Kalman filter algorithm. Now we will show how to find the steady state solution for
the Kalman filter.

P(k) = (I −[P− (k)HT (k)(H(k)P− (k)HT (k) + R(k))−1]H(k)P− (k)
= P− (k) − P− (k)HT (k)(H(k)P− (k)HT (k) + R(k))−1 H(k)P− (k)

(4.10)
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4.3.3 Filter Tuning
Tuning of the plant noise Q(k) and the measurement error covariance matrix R(k) is
required for good Kalman filter performance. Usually they can measure off-line before
filter operation. It is especially reasonable for the measurement error covariance matrix
R(k), because we should be able to take some off-line sample measurements in order to
determine the variance of the measurement error. This is the required initial value for the
operating filter measurement of the system.
Q(k) is often difficult to obtain. For instance the noise source is often used to represent
the uncertainties of the system dynamics. A bad model could become more reliable by
choosing an appropriate Q(k). Large Q(k) implies that more uncertainties are injected into
the estimated model. Good filter performance depends on appropriate choices of R(k) and
Q(k). The tuning is usually performed off-line with the help of statistical methods.

4.3.4 Extended Kalman Filter
The standard discrete-time KF estimates the state x(k) є R n of the discrete system by a
P

P

linear difference equation. In practical applications, many dynamic systems and sensors
are not absolutely linear. Therefore the standard Kalman filter will not be suitable to
estimate the system. An extended Kalman filter is a recursive optimum state-observer
that can be used for the state and parameter estimation of a non-linear dynamic system in
real time by using noisy monitored signals. This assumes that the measurement noise and
system noise are uncorrelated. The noise sources take account of measurement and
modeling inaccuracies. In the first stage of the calculations, the states are predicted by
using a mathematical model (which contains previous estimates) and in the second stage
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the predicted states are continuously corrected by using a feedback correction scheme.
This scheme makes use of actual measurements by adding a term to the predicted states
(which is obtained in the first stage). The additional term contains the weighted
difference of measured and estimated output signals. Based on the deviation from the
estimated value, the EKF provides an optimum output value at the next input instant.
A nonlinear system with state vector x(k) є R n is given by the nonlinear stochastic
P

P

difference equation

x(k + 1) = f ( x(k ), u(k ), ξ (k ))

(4.12)

With a measurement z (k) є R m
P

z(k ) = h( x(k ),η (k ))

(4.13)

P

Where, the random variable ξ(k) and η(k) are the plant and measurement noise,
respectively and are assumed to be white and independent of each other with the normal
probability distributions. In the dynamic equation, the non-linear function f(.) relates the
state at time step k to the state at time step k+1 and includes the driving function u(k) and
the zero mean plant noise ξ(k).

P

To estimate a process with non-linear difference and measurement relationship, we begin
by writing new governing equations that linearize an estimate about (4.12) and (4.13)

x(k + 1) = xˆ (k + 1) + A( x(k ) − xˆ (k )) + Ww(k )

(4.14)

z ( k ) ≈ zˆ ( k ) + H ( x ( k ) − xˆ ( k )) + Vv ( k )

(4.15)

where,
x(k+1) and z(k) are the actual state and measurement state
xˆ (k + 1) and zˆ(k ) are the approximate and measurement vectors
xˆ (k ) is an a posteriori estimate of the state at step k,
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the random variables w(k) and v(k) represents the process and measurement noise
A is the Jacobian matrix of partial derivatives of f(.) with respect to x,

A[i, j] =
W

∂f[i]
∂x[ j ]

is

(xˆ(k), u(k),0),

Jacobian

W[ i , j ] =

matrix

∂f [ i ]
∂w[ j ]

of

partial

derivatives

of

f(.)

with

respect

to

w,

( xˆ ( k ), u ( k ), 0),

H is the Jacobian matrix of partial derivatives of h(.) with respect to x,

H [i , j ] =

∂h[ i ]
∂x[ j ]

( xˆ ( k ), 0),

V is the Jacobian matrix of partial derivatives of h(.) with respect to v,

V[ i , j ] =

∂ h[ i ]
∂ v[ j ]

( xˆ ( k ), 0) ,

Note that for simplicity in the notation we do not use the time step subscript k with
Jacobians F,W,H,V even thought they are in fact different at each time step.
Now we define a new notation for the predication error,

eˆx ( k ) ≡ x(k ) − xˆ(k )

(4.16)

and the measurement residual,

eˆz ( k ) = z(k ) − zˆ(k )

(4.17)

Using, (4.16) and (4.17) we can write the governing equation for an error process as

eˆx ( k +1) = A( x ( k ) − xˆ ( k )) + ε ( k )

(4.18)

eˆ z ( k ) = H eˆ z ( k ) + η ( k )

(4 .1 9 )

The complete set of EKF equations is shown below:
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The times update equations:

xˆ − ( k + 1) = f ( xˆ ( k ), u ( k ), 0)

(4.20)

P − (k + 1) = A( k ) P (k ) AT (k ) + W (k )Q(k )W T (k )

(4.21)

The measurements update equation:

xˆ (k ) = xˆ − (k ) + K (k )( z (k ) − h( xˆ − (k ), 0))

(4.22)

B

K (k ) = P − (k ) H T (k )( H (k ) P−− (k ) H T (k ) + V (k ) R( k )V T ( k )) −1

P (k ) = ( I − K (k ) H (k )) P (k )

(4.23)

(4.24)

As with the basic discrete Kalman filter, the time update equations project the state and
covariance estimates from time step k to step k+1. As with the basic discrete Kalman
filter, the measurement update equations correct the state and covariance estimates with
the measurement. V is the measurement Jacobians at step k, and is the measurement noise
covariance at step k. The basic operation of the EKF is the same as the linear discrete
Kalman filter as shown in Figure 4.2. Figure 4.3 below offers a complete picture of the
operation of the EKF, combining the high-level diagram.
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Fig. 4.3 Extended Kalman Filter Algorithm [WEL97]

The EKF algorithms employs actual nonlinear dynamics and construct the estimates, and
the calculation of error covariance matrices are based upon continuously relinearized
Jacobian matrices which are based upon most recent state estimates. Plant Jacobians A(k)
and measurement Jacobians H(k) are time varying matrices based on the most recent state
estimates. The a priori estimate error covariance P - (k), the a posteriori estimate error
P

P

covariance P(k) and the Kalman gain K(k) are also time varying matrices based on the
most recent state estimates and they are calculated online. The computational load of the
extended Kalman filter is more than the linear Kalman filter. The EKF has more
computational complexity because of the online matrix computation.
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4.4 Motor Model for Discrete Time Extended Kalman Filter
In controlling AC-DC machine drives speed transducers such as taco-generators,
revolvers, or digital encoders are used to obtain speed information. Using these speed
sensors has some disadvantages.
•

They are usually expensive,

•

The speed sensor and the corresponding wires will take up space,

•

In defective and aggressive environments, the speed sensor might be the least

reliable part of the system.

The last item especially degrades the system’s reliability and reduces the advantage of a
motor drive system. This has led to a great many speed sensorless control methods. On
the other hand, avoiding sensors means the use of additional algorithms and added
computational complexity that requires high-speed processors for real time applications.
As digital signal processors have become cheaper, and their performance greater, it has
become possible to use them for controlling electrical drives as a cost effective solution.
Some relatively new fully digitized methods, used for speed sensorless field-oriented
control, utilize this enhanced processing capacity.

Usually, sensorless control is defined as a control scheme where no mechanical
parameters like speed and torque are measured. Traditional vector control systems use the
method of flux and slip estimations based on measurements of the phase currents and DC
link voltage of the inverter, but this has a large error in speed estimation particularly in
the low-speed range. There are two forms of the implementation of an estimator as open
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loop and close loop. The difference between these two is a correction term, involving the
estimation error, used to adjust the response of the estimator. A closed loop estimator is
referred to as an observer. An observer can be classified according to the type of
representation used for the plant to be observed. If the plant is deterministic, then the
observer is a deterministic observer; otherwise it is a stochastic observer. The Luenberger
observe is of the deterministic type and the Kalman filter is stochastic type.
The Kalman filter is applicable to linear stochastic systems, and for non linear systems
the extended Kalman filter can be used, which can provide estimates of the states of a
system or of both the states and parameters. The EKF is a recursive filter (based on the
knowledge of statistics of both the state and noise created by measurement and system
modeling), which can be applied to non-linear time varying stochastic systems. The basic
Luenberger observer is applicable to linear, time invariant deterministic systems. The
extended Luenberger observer is applicable to non-linear time varying deterministic
systems. In summary it can be seen that both the EKF and ELO are nonlinear estimators.
The EKF is applicable to stochastic systems and the ELO is applicable to deterministic
systems. The simple algorithm and the ease of tuning of the ELO may give some
advantages over the EKF. However, the EKF is more insensitive to parameter changes
and can be used for stochastic systems (measurement and modeling noises taken into
consideration) so it is preferred in this type of motor control application.

Here we used the discrete time extended Kalman filter to make it sensorless, where we
estimate the speed using current measurement.
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The Jacobians of the stepper motor model are described as follows:

0
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⎢ N
⎢-Km (xˆ(3)sin(N xˆ(1)) + xˆ(4)cos(N xˆ(1)))
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The time update equations are as follows:

ˆ = x(2)
ˆ
dx(1)
(K m xˆ (3) cos( Nxˆ (1)) − K m xˆ (4) sin( Nxˆ (1)) − Bxˆ (2) − TL
ˆ =
dx(2)
L
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
(-R)x(3) − Kmx(2) cos( Nx(1)) + uˆb
ˆ =
dx(3)
L
(-R)xˆ (4) − Kmxˆ (2) sin( Nxˆ (1)) + uˆa
ˆ =
dx(4)
L
ˆ
xˆ = xˆ + dxdt
PK − = ΦPK + Φ ' + QK −1
The measurement update equation is as follows:

K K = PK − H ' ( HP − K H ' + RK ) −1
xˆ + = xˆ − + K K ( z − Hxˆ − )
PK + = ( I − K K H ) PK −
We used above mentioned Jacobian model to find the time update and measurement
update equation in MATLAB. Using that we come up with steady state value of the
Kalman gain which we can use to hard-code the PIC16F877 to estimate the states. The
results of the MATLAB simulations are in Chapter VI.

CHAPTER V
HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION

5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the hardware configuration of the experimental setup and the software
organization will be summarized. The hardware configuration of the project is basically
the combination of a stepper motor, a motor driver (L6208 chip) and a microcontroller
(PIC16F877) with a serial connection to a PC through a USART using a Maxim chip.
Section 5.1 includes the total hardware description where in the first subsection we
describe the motor then in the next sub-section we describe the driver chip L6208 and
how to use it with the PIC16F877 microcontroller. Then after that, in the next sub-section
we describe the PIC16F877 and its features. The next sub-section we describe how to
communicate between the PIC and the PC through a MAX-202 chip for data transfer.
The last sub-section describes the total hardware circuit diagram and its hardware flow.
Section 5.2 describes the software design and flow chart of the whole project. The
software of the project involves C code using a CCS C-compiler with debugger.
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5.2 Hardware Overview
5.2.1 The Stepper Motor
The experimental setup of this thesis is as shown in Fig. 5.1. We used a stepper motor
from Sigma Instruments (part # 20-2223D-200-B25) rated at 9 W. To get a rough starting
guess of the parameters used in the algorithm, a steady-state model of the stepper motor
with an extended Kalman filter is employed. In real time applications, we obtain motor
parameters at the beginning with injected signals and on-line estimation of the parameters
embedded in the algorithm, but this method is skipped in this work and considered as
future work. In this thesis, instead of on-line parameter estimation, closed-loop observers
(e.g. EKF) are expected to compensate for the parameter deviation effects as we regard
the parameter errors as system noise.
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Fig. 5.1 Experimental Setup [PRE01]

The stator resistance is measured on the motor terminals by applying a current through a
resistor and measuring the corresponding voltage, or without a resistor by applying lowlevel DC voltage. To obtain a more accurate measurement result, one must get several
numbers of measured data and take the average of these data for each phase. When the
motor is running without load, the slip will be close to zero. Thus, the variable slip
resistance will be very large. Therefore, in the no-load test one may consider the
magnetizing branch as the approximate circuit of the motor model. The motor parameters
and ratings of the motor are given in Table 2.1.
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5.2.2 Motor Driver chip (L6208)
5.2.2.1 Introduction

The L6208 is a fully integrated stepper motor driver manufactured with multipower BCD
technology, which combines isolated DMOS power transistors with CMOS and bipolar
circuits on the same chip. The L6208 is a highly integrated, mixed-signal power IC that
allows the user to easily design a complete motor control system for two-phase bipolar
stepper motors. Figure 5.2 shows the L6208 functional block diagram. The IC integrates
eight power DMOS devices, a centralized logic circuit which implements the phase
generation, a constant t off PWM current control technique (quasi-synchronous mode) for
B

B

each of the two phases of the motor, plus other added features for safe operation and
flexibility [PRE01].

Modern motion control applications need more flexibility that can be addressed with only
specialized IC products. The L6208 is a fully integrated stepper motor driver IC
specifically developed to drive a wide range of two phase (bipolar) stepper motors. This
IC is a one-chip cost effective solution that includes several unique circuit design
features. These features, including a decoding logic that can generate three different
stepping sequences, allow the device to be used in many applications including micro
stepping. The principal aim of this development project was to implement an easy to use,
fully protected power IC. In addition several key functions such as protection circuitry
and PWM current control drastically reduce external components to meet requirements
for many different applications [PRE01].
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Fig. 5.2 L6208 Functional Block Diagram [PRE01]
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5.2.2.2 Features

•

The L6208 features are given as follows:

•

Operating Supply Voltage from 8 to 52 V

•

5 A Peak Current

•

R ds (on) 0.3 W type. Value @ T j = 25 deg C

•

Built in Decoding Logic & Constant off time PWM

•

Fast/Slow Decay mode Selection

•

High side over current protection

•

Cross conduction Protection

•

Thermal Shutdown

•

Operating Frequency up to 100Khz

•

Intrinsic fast free wheeling diodes

•

UVLO

B

B

B

B

5.2.2.3 Pin Description

The Pin Diagram for the L6208 chip is as below in Fig. 5.3. The description for each pin
is in Table 5.1.

Fig 5.3 Pin Connection of L6208 [PRE01]
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Name
Vs A

PDIP24
20

Function
Supply voltage of bridge A

Vs B
OUT1 A
OUT2 A
OUT1 B
OUT2 B
SENSE A
SENSE B
GND
EN
HALF/FULL

17
5
21
8
16
3
10
6,7,18,19
14
12

Supply voltage of bridge B
Bridge A outputs
Bridge B outputs
Sense Resistor for bridge A
Sense Resistor for bridge B
Common Ground Terminals
Chip Enable
Logic input. When high, HALF STEP operation is
selected; a Low logic level selects FULL STEP
operation.
ONE-PHASE-ON FULL STEP MODE (wave mode) is
obtained by electing FULL when the state machine is at
an even numbered state.
TWO-PHASE-ON FULL STEP MODE (normal mode)
is obtained by selecting FULL when the state machine is
at an odd numbered state.

RESET

23

Clock
CW/CCW

1
2

Control

13

Vref A
Vref B

24
11

Vcp
Vboot
RC A
RC B

22
15
4
9

Logic Input. A Low logic level restores the home state in
state machine
Logic input. Step clock
Logic High sets the clockwise and low sets
counterclockwise
Select chopping style. Fast Decay is selected with Logic
Low. And High select Slow decay
A voltage applied to these pins sets the reference voltage
of the sense comparators, determining the output current
in PWM current control.
Bootstrap oscillator
Supply voltage to overdrive the upper DMOS
A parallel RC network connected to these pins sets the
OFF time of the low-side power DMOS of the
correspondent bridge. The pulse generator is a mono
stable triggered by the output of the sense comparator of
the bridge (t OFF = 0.69 RC).
B

B

TABLE II Pin Description of L6208
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5.2.2.4 Motor Driving Phase Sequence

The decoding logic integrated in the L6208 generates the sequences for normal drive,
wave drive, half step and micro step modes. The state machine sequences and the output
currents (neglecting, for simplicity, the PWM control) are shown below, in the case of
clockwise rotation. For counterclockwise rotation the sequences are simply reversed. The
required peripheral circuit diagram for the L6208 is as shown in Fig. 5.4 for micro
stepping modes. Table 5.2 shows the resistor and capacitor values used.
Resistors

Capacitors

Value

R1

100 ohm

R2

820 ohm
C1

220 nF/100VCeramic

R3,R4,R5,R6,R7,R8

10 Kohm

R9

4.7 Kohm

R10,R21

20 Kohm

R14,R15,R16,R17,R18,R19

1 ohm

R13,R22

C2

220 nF/100 V

C3

100 uf/63 V
2.2 Kohm

TABLE III Resistors and Capacitors Used with L6208
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Fig. 5.4 Complete Circuit Diagram of L6208 [PRE01]
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5.2.2.5 Micro-Stepping Mode Implementation Using the L6208

Stepper motors are very well suited for positioning applications since they can achieve
very good positional accuracy without complicated feedback loops associated with servo
systems. However their resolution, when driven in the conventional full or half step
modes of operation, is limited by the configuration of the motor. So we drive in microstepping mode to get good resolution.

Micro stepping can be implemented in either a voltage mode or current mode drive. In
voltage mode drive, the appropriate duty cycle would be generated by the controller so
that the voltage applied to the coil (V supply * duty cycle) is the appropriate value for the
B

B

desired position. In current mode drives, the winding current is sensed and controlled to
be the appropriate value for the desired position. To understand the micro stepping
concept, consider the simplified model of the stepper motor as previously discussed when
the two coils are energized with equal currents, the resulting magnetic vector will be at
45° and the permanent magnet of the rotor will align with that vector. However, if the
two coils are energized by currents of different magnitude, the resulting magnetic vector
will be at an angle other than 45° and the rotor would attempt to align with the new
magnetic vector. If one coil were driven with a current that was twice the current in the
second coil the magnetic vector would be at 30°, as shown in Figure 5.5. For any given
desired position, the required currents are defined by the sine and cosine of the desired
angle [THO02].
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Fig 5.5 Alignment of Micro Stepping [THO02]

In a typical application the L6208, which integrates two H-Bridges with the current
control, drives a bipolar stepper in either full or half step modes. The internal state
machine generates the full step or half step sequence from the clock and direction inputs.
Although at first glance it is not obvious that the L6208 may be used in a micro stepping
application, it is possible since the current control circuits have separate reference inputs
[THO02]. To implement a micro stepping application, a variable voltage proportional to
the desired output current must be applied to each of the reference pins. The two required
D/A converters provide the required voltages. The PWM signal is generated through the
PIC16F877 and works as the output for each phase. This is passed through a voltage
divider and low pass filtered to get the desired voltage. The Vref input voltage is equal to
the microprocessor power supply voltage times the divider ratio of the resistor divider
times the PWM duty cycle. Figure 5.6 shows the connection between a microcontroller
and the L6208.
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Fig. 5.6 Microcontroller to L6208 Connection Diagram [THO02]
The complete circuit schematic for the power section is shown in Fig 5.4. Since the
L6208 includes an internal phase generation circuit, this circuit must be synchronized to
the externally provided reference voltages. For implementation the initial state of the
decoding logic after reset is known and may be used as the starting state. After applying a
reset to the L6208, either at power up or by forcing a reset from the microprocessor, the
full-scale voltage is applied to both V ref pins to align the stepper motor to the known state
B

B

that corresponds to one of the full step positions. Once the motor is aligned, the
references can be reduced to 70.7%, which is the correct value for the currents for the 45degree position in the micro stepping sequence. After the motor is aligned the
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microcontroller can move through the sine/cosine table to generate the appropriate
reference levels to move in either direction. The software will set the appropriate
direction on the CW/CCW pin and generate a clock pulse for each phase reversal that is
required. This occurs whenever the phase crosses a 90° boundary in the sine table. By
operating the L6208 in the full step mode and providing clock signals at the appropriate
time, the decoding logic will output the correct phase information for the bridges. Using
the L6208 in the half step mode with the appropriate clock signals can improve the
performance at the zero cross over of the current.

Each motor winding current is flowing through the corresponding sensing resistor,
causing a voltage drop that is used, by the logic, to control the peak value of the load
current. Two issues must be taken into account when choosing the RSENSE value:
The sensing resistor dissipates energy and provides dangerous negative voltages on the
SENSE pin during the current recirculation. For this reason the resistance of this
component should be kept low. The voltage drop across RSENSE is compared with the
reference voltage (on V ref pin) by the internal comparator. The lower is the RSENSE
B

B

value, the higher is the peak current error due to noise on V ref pin and to the input offset
B

B

of the current sense comparator so too small values of RSENSE must be avoided
[THO02].

A good compromise is calculating the sensing resistor value so that the voltage drop,
corresponding to the peak current in the load (Ipeak), is about 0.5 V RSENSE = 0.5 V /
B

B

Ipeak. It should be clear that the sensing resistor must absolutely be non-inductive in
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order to avoid dangerous negative spikes on the SENSE pins. Metallic film resistors are
used for their high peak current capability and low inductance. Here we used 0.1 ohm
sense resistors. The connections between the SENSE pins, C6, C7, VSA, VSB and GND
pins must be taken as short as possible to get low inductance.

5.2.3 The Microcontroller (PIC16F877)
5.2.3.1 Introduction

In order to run the real-time control algorithm and create PWM signals, two PIC16F877
(Microchip 8-bit microcontrollers) are used. It consists of fixed-point and floating-point
capability. This microcontroller combines this real-time processing capability with
controller peripherals to create a suitable solution for a vast majority of control system
applications [MIC99]. The following characteristics make the PIC family a suitable
choice for a wide range of processing applications:
•

Flexible instruction set,

•

Inherent operational flexibility,

•

Comparative high-speed performance,

•

Cost effectiveness.

Core Features:
The PIC16F877 features can be summarized as follows.
•

High performance RISC CPU

•

Only 35 single word instructions to learn

•

All single cycle instructions except for program branches which are two cycle

•

Operating speed: DC - 20 MHz clock input, DC - 200 ns instruction cycle

•

Up to 8K x 14 words of FLASH Program Memory
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•

Up to 368 x 8 bytes of Data Memory (RAM)

•

Up to 256 x 8 bytes of EEPROM Data Memory

•

Pin out compatible to the PIC16C73B/74B/76/77

•

Interrupt capability (up to 14 sources)

•

Eight level deep hardware stack

•

Direct, indirect and relative addressing modes

•

Power-on Reset (POR)

•

Power-up Timer (PWRT) and Oscillator Start-up Timer (OST)

•

Watchdog Timer (WDT) with its own on-chip RC oscillator for reliable operation

•

Programmable code protection

•

Power saving SLEEP mode

•

Selectable oscillator options

•

Low power, high speed CMOS FLASH/EEPROM technology

•

Fully static design

•

In-Circuit Serial Programming⎢ (ICSP) via two pins

•

Single 5V In-Circuit Serial Programming capability

•

In-Circuit Debugging via two pins

•

Processor read/write access to program memory

•

Wide operating voltage range: 2.0V to 5.5V

•

High Sink/Source Current: 25 mA

•

Commercial, Industrial and Extended temperature ranges

•

Low-power consumption:
1. < 0.6 mA typical @ 3V, 4 MHz
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2. 20 µA typical @ 3V, 32 kHz
3. < 1 µA typical standby current
5.2.3.2 Pin Diagram and Key Features

Fig. 5.7 shows the pin diagram for the PIC16F877. Table IV describes key features of
PIC16F877.

Fig. 5.7 Pin Connection of PIC16F877 [MIC99]
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Sr. No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Key Features
Operating Frequency
Resets
Flash Program Memory
Data Memory
EEPROM Data Memory
Interrupts
I/O Ports
Timers
Capture/Compare/PWM modules
Serial Communication
Parallel Communication
10 bit A/D module

PIC16F877
20 MHz
POR, BOR
8K
368
256
14
Ports A,B,C,D,E
3
2
USART
PSP
8 input channels

13

Instruction set

35 instructions

Table IV Key Features of the PIC16F877

5.2.4 Serial Communication chip (MAX202)
The MAX200 transceivers are designed for RS-232 and V.28 communication interfaces
where ±12 V supplies are not available. On-board charge pumps convert the +5 V input
to the ±10 V needed for RS-232 output levels. The MAX202 drivers and receivers meet
all EIA/TIA-232E and CCITT V.28 specifications at a data rate of 20 kbps. The 5 µW
shutdown mode of the MAX202 conserves energy in battery powered systems. The
MAX202 connects the PIC to the PC through a serial port as shown in Fig. 5.8.
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GND

P
I
C
1
6
F
8
7
7

MAX
- 202

RS-232
Port
Connect to
PC
Fig. 5.8 PIC to PC Connection through MAX202
The pin diagram and detailed peripheral circuit diagram of the MAX202 is shown in
Fig.5.9 [DAL03].

Fig. 5.9 Circuit Diagram for MAX202 [DAL03]
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5.3 Hardware Loop
The complete circuit diagram of project can be divided in 3 different sections:
1. PIC16F877 to L6208 circuit
2. PIC16F877 to L193 Op-Amp circuit
3. PIC16F877 to MAX-202 circuit
The hardware flow is signal generated from the PIC going to the L6208 and drives the
motor. The current measured from the motor is amplified by an op-amp and input to the
PIC. The PIC will generate proper command signal depending upon the current signal.
Pin 13

Pin 2

Pin 1

VSS
VDD

40 39 38 37 36 35 34 33 32 31 30 29 28 27 26 25 24 23 22 21

PIC16F877
To Pin
26 on
PIC

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Pin 14

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Pin 11
VCC
VSS
VDD

To Pin
25 on
PIC

100K

+
C4

+
47uF
3.3K

3.3K

3.3K

3.3K

470ohm
+

16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9

.1uF

MAX 202

+
0.01uF

VCC

+
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1K
VCC

0.1uF
+

+0.1uF
0.1uF
+

20 KHZ
Crystal
Oscillator
NC

Fig. 5.10 PIC16F877 - MAX-202 circuit diagram

+
0.01uF

+
0.01uF

0.01uF
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Fig 5.10 shows the connection diagram from the PIC16F877 to the Max202 chip. Here,
the Max202 is connected from pin 11 and 12 to the PIC16F877 pin 25 and 26. The
diagram also shows the filter circuit that we are using to filter the PWM signal to make it
smooth and more like a sine wave. The diagram also shows the connection for the 20 Khz
crystal on the PIC16F877.

3.3K

0.01nF

0.01nF

Pin 2 on
Both PIC

1000ohm

18K

3.3K

+

+

VCC

1000ohm
7

6

5

1

2

3

4

1000ohm

18K

Pin 3 on
Both PIC

8

3.3K

3.3K

+

0.01nF

0.01nF

1000ohm
+

Fig. 5.11 PIC16F877 - Op-Amp Circuit Diagram

Fig 5.11 shows the circuit diagram for the PIC16F877 and op amp. The diagram shows
the filter circuit after we get the sense signal from the sense resistor and then it inputs it to
the op-amp amplifier. We get the amplified signal from pin 1 and pin 7 from the op-amp,
which is fed back to the analog input of the PIC16F877.
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+
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4
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L6208
3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 11 12

+

1.2nF

0.05ohm

+

1.2nF

0.05ohm

0.05ohm

0.05ohm

Pin 5 on Op-Amp

Pin 22 on PIC

0.05ohm

2

Pin 28 on PIC
Pin 27 on PIC
Pin 17 on PIC

1

0.05ohm

Pin 1on Op-Amp

Pin 19 on PIC

Fig. 5.12 PIC16F877 - L6208 Circuit Diagram
Figure 5.12 shows the circuit diagram of the PIC16F877 to L6208. The diagram shows
the driver chip (L6208) connection to the PIC16F877 and also to the stepper motor. It
also shows the peripheral circuit needed to run the driver efficiently.
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Fig. 5.13 Complete Circuit Diagram
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Figure 5.13 show the complete circuit diagram of the project where we used the two
PIC16F877s, one driver chip (L6208), one op-amp (L293), one transceiver chip (MAX
202) and other peripheral circuit components. Here two PICs are used to generate the
different duty cycle PWM signals to generate sine and cosine waves to drive the motor
currents by switching the drive circuitry. We measure the voltage across the sense resistor
to get actual current through the windings. After filtering and amplifying, the voltage is
applied to the analog input of the PIC16F877. Depending upon the value the PIC16F877
generates the digital count that is used in the software algorithm. The picture of the setup
is shown in Fig. 5.14.

Fig 5.14 Picture of Hardware
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5.4 Software Overview
Before implementing the system in actual hardware, we can simulate the system model in
MATLAB with required inputs to achieve desired level of control and results. In
MATLAB first of all we can simulate the open loop system to test under no-load
condition as well as load condition. Then we simulate the closed loop control of the
system model with PD control. For implementing the Kalman filter in the system first we
can simulate with the continuous time Kalman Filter. To implement in actual hardware
we implement the discrete time Kalman filter and the discrete time extended Kalman
filter. Here we find the steady state value of the EKF gain in MATLAB and hardcode that
value in software to run the hardware. Also we need to adjust the sampling time in
MATLAB by calculating the sampling time in the real time system in order to get the
Kalman gain values. The MATLAB code is in Appendix A.

To implement the actual algorithm in the PIC16F877 we used the CCS C-compiler with
debugger. The overall algorithm of this project may be divided into two main parts:
initialization and the run time module as shown in Fig. 5.15. The initialization module
defines and initializes the software variables, constants and specific registers. Moreover,
some of the look-up tables employed in the algorithm may also be addressed in this part.
Initialized registers in the initialization module are watchdog timer registers, event
manager registers, auxiliary register addressing, and serial communication registers.
Some of these registers may be redefined in the specific modules if the modular
algorithm is used. The software constants and uninitialized software variables may be
defined in this part or in the initialization of the each module.
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The run-time module does not involve the uninitialized section unless it is necessary. The
initialization of the code will be called once at the beginning of the program. Thus the
starting address of the initialization code must be defined clearly and the code processing
must start from this point. Run time code is generated in the form of functional modules.
This modularity technique is preferred to debug the code in an easy way. Furthermore,
the modules may be tested individually before building up the main code. In motor
control applications in which the PWM technique is employed, the run time modules
including overall control algorithms, real-time variable sensing, and final switching
commands, are synchronized. In addition, synchronization of the PWM period is
important for current sensing accuracy. We generate PWM signals to generate sine and
cosine wave inputs using the lookup table every time we get an interrupt. We also
measure the current through an analog input every time we get an interrupt. We execute
the other functional modules “Angle computation”, “State update”, “State update using
Kalman Gain” , “PD control of stepper motor” and “Serial communication”. Here in run
time module it executes the “Angle Computation” and “State update” function module
for the fixed sampling time and then executes “State update using Kalman Gain” and “PD
control” once to generate the final switching command on the change of the frequency of
the motor. By changing frequency we can change the control input which governs the
current of the motor and we can change or control the speed of the motor. The flowchart
of the algorithm is shown in Fig. 5.15.
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Fig. 5.15 Flowchart of Software

CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
7.1 Conclusion
The applications of permanent magnet stepper motors have grown significantly in recent
years in the appliance industry and the automotive industry, among others. These motors
are used in a variety of industries, including high and low propulsion technology,
computer peripherals, machine tools, robotics, etc. Sensorless permanent magnet motors
are preferable to encoder-based systems because of compactness, low cost, low
maintenance, and high reliability. The conventional sensorless method based on a neutral
motor point has limited application since it has a low speed range, suffers from high
common mode voltage noise, and exhibits high frequency switching noise. In this thesis,
we explore a technique where we measure the current through a sense resistor and use it
to estimate the speed and position of the stepper motor using its mathematical model. We
used different kinds of Kalman filter techniques to estimate the speed and position to
achieve speed control and then tried to implement it in hardware.

First of all, using the mathematical model of the stepper motor, we performed a steady
state analysis of the system for open loop as well as for closed loop system using P and
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PD control. After that the continuous time Kalman filter was integrated into the
simulation in the form of time update and measurement update equations. The results
were satisfactory. After that the hybrid extended Kalman filter was integrated into the
simulation and the results were better compared to the continuous time Kalman filter as
the sampling time was not such a limiting factor. After that we implemented the discrete
time extended Kalman filter in the simulation and the results were good compared to the
other approaches, because we used a pure discrete time model by partially differentiating
the system model matrix. After that we incorporated a PD control routine (using the same
discrete time extended Kalman filter routine) to control the speed using the estimated
value. The result of it was satisfactory and we end up with error norms of 0.02 rad/sec for
velocity and 0.04 radians for position.

The next task of the thesis was to implement the extended Kalman filter in the Microchip
PIC16F877 microcontroller using the C programming language. Before implementing the
Kalman filter in the PIC we had to generate the reference input to drive the stepper motor
with the micro-step technique. So we generated the sine and cosine input using the
varying duty-cycle of a PWM from the PIC16F877. After that we used the motor driver
chip (L6208) and other peripheral circuitry to drive the motor. Next we measured the
current waveform of the voltage across the sense resistor and applied it to the analog
input of the PIC16F877. The equivalent digital value of the analog signal is used to
update the measurement equation while implementing the extended Kalman filter. But
here, one of the main problems while implementing the extended Kalman filter is that
because of the floating point computation the whole system throughput time became too
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large compared to the required sampling time to update the measurement and time
equations. Because of that reason the overall system becomes unstable in hardware and
could not achieve the estimate of speed and position using the given information.

7.2 Future work
As for the future work, first of all we can implement the sensorless technique using a
faster micro-controller or DSP. For example, we can use a TI or Motorola microcontroller which is specifically designed for motor control applications. We can also
implement the H ∞ control technique, fuzzy control technique, neural network control,
B

B

active disturbance rejection control, or other optimized control techniques to control the
motor speed. Another option would be to implement particle filters or other non-linear
filter techniques to estimate the winding currents. Finally, we could implement the
extended Kalman filter with online computation of the Kalman gain by switching to
hardware based filtering, or a faster micro-controller or DSP.
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APPENDIX A
MATLAB CODE
{**********************************************************************}
function STEPPER_MOTOR = close_loop_Ext_kalman_motor %
close all;
randn('seed',0);
format short
if ~exist('dt','var')
dt = 0.0002;
end
if ~exist('T','var')
T = .1;
end
if ~exist('KP','var')
KP = 0.0025;
end
if ~exist('KD','var')
KD = 0.000000635;
end
if ~exist('KP_hat','var')
KP_hat = 0.0025;
end
if ~exist('KD_hat','var')
KD_hat = 0.000000635;
end
% DIFFRENT STEPPER MOTOR PARAMATER %
L=0.005;
% SELF INDUCTIONS IN EACH WINDINGS(UNIT IS H)
R=2.5;
Km = 0.05;
% MOTOR TORQUE CONSTANT (UNIT IS V*S/rad)
J= 2.02*10^(-6); % ROTOR INERTIA(UNIT IS N*m*s^2/rad)(116 kg-mm2 -- = 116
*10^(-6) kg m2 or 116*10^(-6)N-ms^2
% now to get N-m-S^2/rad multiply by pi/180 so u get 2.02*10^(-6) N-ms^2/rad how to
convert this in N*m*s2/rad)
B= 1* 10^(-3); % VISCOUS FRICTION(UNIT IS N*m*s/rad)
Nr=100;
% NUMBER OF TEETH
t1=0;
%VARIABLE USED FOR GENERATE SQUAE WAVE

ControlNoise = 0.001; % Std dev of uncetainty in control inputs
AccelNoise = 0.05; % std dev of Shaft Acceleration noise
MeasNoise = 0.1; % Standard deviation of measurment noise
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Rn = [MeasNoise^2 0;0 MeasNoise^2]; % Measurment noise covariance
xdotNoise = [0 AccelNoise ControlNoise/L ControlNoise/L];
Q = [xdotNoise(1)^2 0 0 0; 0 xdotNoise(2)^2 0 0; 0 0 xdotNoise(3)^2 0; 0 0 0
xdotNoise(4)^2]; % Process noise covariance
Lp = [1 0 0 0;0 1 0 0;0 0 1 0;0 0 0 1];
C=[1 0 0 0];
X=[0;0;0;0];
X_Array=[];
dX=[0;0;0;0];
dXhat =dX;
Y_Array =[];
tplot = 0;
dtplot = 0.001;
tplot_Array = [];
Vel_Ref=10;
Vel_Err_Array=[];
Vel_Err_hat_Array=[];
DVe = 0;
DVe_Array=[];
DVe_hat_Array=[];
Ve1_Err_old = [];
Vel_Err_Current_Array = [];
Ve1_Err_hat_old = [];
Vel_Err_hat_Current_Array = [];
TL_Array=[];
z_Array=[];
z2_Array=[];
Kk1_Array=[];
Kk2_Array=[];
Kk3_Array=[];
Kk4_Array=[];
Kk5_Array=[];
Kk6_Array=[];
Kk7_Array=[];
Kk8_Array=[];
CAL1_Array =[];
CAL2_Array =[];
CAL3_Array =[];
ControlMag=5;
Omega = 2*pi*200;
Omega_hat =Omega;
Omega_Array = [];
Omega_hat_Array = [];
ua_hat_Array=[];
ub_hat_Array=[];
ua_hat_scale_Array=[];
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ub_hat_scale_Array=[];
Xhat =X ;
Xhat_Plus = [0;0;0;0];
Xhat_Array =[];
PkPlus = Q;% intial expected covariance
PkPlus_Array = [];
count =0;
count1=0;
T = 0.004;
tf=.9;
dt=0.0001
DT =dt;
t_step =0;

data =csvread('TEK00001.csv');
data1=(10/11)*data(:,2);
data2=csvread('TEK00003.csv');
data3=(10/11)*data2(:,2);
z1_array = [data1 data3];
ua_hat1=csvread('TEK00002.csv');
ua_hat_1=ua_hat1(:,2);
ub_hat1=csvread('TEK00000.csv');
ub_hat_1=ub_hat1(:,2);
uhat_array =[ua_hat_1 ub_hat_1];
Kk =[ 0.0001 -0.0001
-0.072 0.065
-0.0001 0.0001
0.0001 -0.0001];
% ROUTINE TO CALCULATE THE DIFFRENT STATE WITH OPEN LOOP
CONTROL
i = 1;
ua_hat_scale =0;
ub_hat_scale =0;
for t=T:T:tf;
dXhat_Array=[];
for tau=0:dt:T;
Vel_Err_hat_old =(Vel_Ref - Xhat(2));
Vel_Err_old =(Vel_Ref - X(2));
% t1=t1+dt;
%if(t1>=0.25);
%
TL=-TL;
%
t1=0;
% end
ua_hat = ControlMag*cos(Omega_hat*t_step);
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ub_hat = ControlMag*sin(Omega_hat*t_step);
t_step = t_step+dt;
% u = [ua_hat ; ub_hat];
%RESISTANCE IN EACH WINDING
ua = ControlMag*cos(Omega*t_step);
ub = ControlMag*sin(Omega*t_step);
dX(1)= X(2);
% SYSTEM DIFFRENT STATES
dX(2)=(Km*X(3)*cos(Nr*X(1))-Km*X(4)*sin(Nr*X(1))-B*X(2))/J;
dX(3)=(-R*X(3)-Km*X(2)*cos(Nr*X(1))+ub)/L;
dX(4)=(-R*X(4)+Km*X(2)*sin(Nr*X(1))+ua)/L;
Y = X(1);
dX = dX + [xdotNoise(1)*randn; xdotNoise(2)*randn; xdotNoise(3)*randn;
xdotNoise(4)*randn];
X = X+ dX*dt;
%Kalman Filter Implementation
% Vel_Err_hat_old =(Vel_Ref - Xhat(2));
% ua_hat = ControlMag*cos(Omega_hat*t);
% ub_hat = ControlMag*sin(Omega_hat*t);
% w0 = 0.125; % nominal rotor speed
% theta0 = 0.125*t; % nominal rotor position
% ia0 = 0.12*cos(2*pi*t); % nominal winding a current
% ib0 = 0.12*sin(2*pi*t); % nominal winding b current
% F= [0 1 0 0;
%
-Km*Nr/J*(ib0*sin(Nr*theta0)+ia0*cos(Nr*theta0)) -B/J
Km/J*cos(Nr*theta0) Km/J*sin(Nr*theta0);
%
Km/L*w0*Nr*sin(Nr*theta0) -Km/L*cos(Nr*theta0) -R/L 0;
%
Km/L*w0*Nr*cos(Nr*theta0) Km/L*sin(Nr*theta0) 0 -R/L];
F= [0 1 0 0;
(-Km*Nr/J)*(Xhat(3)*sin(Nr*Xhat(1))+Xhat(4)*cos(Nr*Xhat(1))) -B/J
(Km/J)*cos(Nr*Xhat(1)) (Km/J)*sin(Nr*Xhat(1));
(Km/L)*Xhat(2)*Nr*sin(Nr*Xhat(1)) -(Km/L)*cos(Nr*Xhat(1)) -R/L 0;
(Km/L)*Xhat(2)*Nr*cos(Nr*Xhat(1)) (Km/L)*sin(Nr*Xhat(1)) 0 -R/L];
G = [1/L 0; 0 1/L;0 0;0 0];
H = [0 0 0 1;0 0 1 0];
% Discrete time equation
PHI = expm(F*DT);
DELTA =Lp*DT;%PHI*(eye(4)-expm(-F*DT))*inv(F)*Lp ;
GEMA = G*DT ;%PHI*(eye(4)-expm(-F*DT))*inv(F)*G;
Qk = Q*DT;%Lp*Q*Lp'*DT;
if(z1_array(i,1)==1.75)
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z1_array(i,1)=0;
elseif(z1_array(i,1)>1.75 && uhat_array(i,1)<=3.5)
z1_array(i,1) = (z1_array(i,1)-1.75)/1.75;
% ua_hat_scale=((5-ua_hat_scale)/2.5);
else(z1_array(i,1)>=0 && z1_array(i,1)<1.75)
z1_array(i,1)=((-1.75+z1_array(i,1))/1.75);
end
if(z1_array(i,2)==1.75)
z1_array(i,2)=0;
elseif(z1_array(i,2)>1.75 && z1_array(i,2)<=3.5)
z1_array(i,2) = (z1_array(i,2)-1.75)/1.75;
% ub_hat_scale=((5-ub_hat_scale)/2.5);
else(z1_array(i,2)>=0 && z1_array(i,2)<1.75)
z1_array(i,2)=((-1.75+z1_array(i,2))/1.75);
end
z = [z1_array(i,1);z1_array(i,2)];
if(uhat_array(i,1)==2.5)
ua_hat_scale=0;
elseif(uhat_array(i,1)>2.5 && uhat_array(i,1)<=5)
ua_hat_scale = (uhat_array(i,1)-2.5)/2.5;
% ua_hat_scale=((5-ua_hat_scale)/2.5);
else(uhat_array(i,1)>=0 && uhat_array(i,1)<2.5)
ua_hat_scale=((-2.5+uhat_array(i,1))/2.5);
end
%if(ua_hat_scale >=1)
% ua_hat_scale =1;
%else(ua_hat_scale<=-1)
% ua_hat_scale =-1;
%end
if(uhat_array(i,2)==2.5)
ub_hat_scale=0;
elseif(uhat_array(i,2)>2.5 && uhat_array(i,2)<=5)
ub_hat_scale = (uhat_array(i,2)-2.5)/2.5;
% ub_hat_scale=((5-ub_hat_scale)/2.5);
else(uhat_array(i,2)>=0 && uhat_array(i,2)<2.5)
ub_hat_scale=((-2.5+uhat_array(i,2))/2.5);
end
%if(ub_hat_scale >=1)
% ub_hat_scale =1;
%else(ub_hat_scale<=-1)
% ub_hat_scale =-1;
%end
i = i+1;
z2 = H*X + [MeasNoise*randn; MeasNoise*randn];
%Discrete time kalman filter equation
dXhat(1)= Xhat(2);
% SYSTEM DIFFRENT STATES
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% dXhat(2)=(Km*ub_hat/5.0*cos(Nr*Xhat(1))-Km*ua_hat/5.0*sin(Nr*Xhat(1))B*Xhat(2) )/J;
dXhat(2)=(Km*Xhat(3)*cos(Nr*Xhat(1))-Km*Xhat(4)*sin(Nr*Xhat(1))-B*Xhat(2)
)/J;
dXhat(3)=(-R*Xhat(3)-Km*Xhat(2)*cos(Nr*Xhat(1))+ub_hat)/L;
dXhat(4)=(-R*Xhat(4)+Km*Xhat(2)*sin(Nr*Xhat(1))+ua_hat)/L;
%
dXhat_Array =[dXhat_Array dXhat];
Xhat = Xhat + dXhat*dt;
Xhat_Minus =Xhat;
Vel_Err_hat_Current=(Vel_Ref - Xhat(2));
DVe_hat = Vel_Err_hat_Current - Vel_Err_hat_old;
Omega_hat=(Omega_hat + KP_hat*Vel_Err_hat_Current+ KD_hat*(DVe_hat/dt));
Vel_Err_Current=(Vel_Ref - X(2));
DVe = Vel_Err_Current - Vel_Err_old;
Omega=(Omega + KP*Vel_Err_Current+ KD *(DVe/dt));
end
%plot(dXhat_Array(1,:),'r');
%hold on;
%plot(dXhat_Array(2,:),'g');
%plot(dXhat_Array(3,:),'b');
%plot(dXhat_Array(4,:),'k');
%
%

PkMinus = PHI*PkPlus*PHI' + DELTA*Qk'*DELTA';
Kk = PkMinus*H'*inv(H*PkMinus*H'+Rn);

% Xhat_Minus_mod = [0 ;0;ub_hat/5;ua_hat/5];
% SAM =Kk*(z-H*Xhat_Minus_mod);
% SAM1 =Kk*(z-H*Xhat_Minus);
% PkPlus = (eye(4) - Kk*H)*PkMinus*(eye(4)-Kk*H)' + Kk * Rn*Kk';
% Contionus Time Hybrid extended kalman filter
% Pdot = F*P+P*F'+Lp*Q*Lp'-P*H'*inv(Rn)*H*P;
% P = P + Pdot*dt;
% PkMinus = P;
%
% Kk = PkMinus*H'*inv(H*PkMinus*H'+Rn);
% Xhat_Plus = Xhat_Minus+ Kk*(z - H*Xhat_Minus);
% P=PkPlus;
Xhat_Plus = Xhat_Minus + Kk*(z-H*Xhat_Minus);
% PkPlus = (eye(4) -Kk*H)*PkMinus*(eye(4)-Kk*H)'+Kk*Rn*Kk';
Xhat = Xhat_Plus;
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% A=eig(F);
% STA = find(A>0);
% if isempty(STA)==1;
% count = count+1;
% end
% C=eig(F-F*Kk*H);
% STA1 = find(C>0);
% if isempty(STA1)==1;
% count1=count1+1;
% end
% ROUTINE USED TO PLOT FASTER BY SELECTING ARRAY%%%%%
if (t>=tplot)
tplot =tplot + dtplot;
ua_hat_Array = [ua_hat_Array ua_hat];
ub_hat_Array =[ub_hat_Array ub_hat];
ua_hat_scale_Array = [ua_hat_scale_Array ua_hat_scale];
ub_hat_scale_Array =[ub_hat_scale_Array ub_hat_scale];
% Y_Array=[Y_Array Y];
X_Array = [X_Array X];
Xhat_Array = [Xhat_Array Xhat];
z_Array=[z_Array z];
z2_Array=[z2_Array z2];
% TL_Array=[TL_Array TL];
Kk1_Array =[Kk1_Array Kk(1,1)];
Kk2_Array =[Kk2_Array Kk(1,2)];
Kk3_Array =[Kk3_Array Kk(2,1)];
Kk4_Array =[Kk4_Array Kk(2,2)];
Kk5_Array =[Kk5_Array Kk(3,1)];
Kk6_Array =[Kk6_Array Kk(3,2)];
Kk7_Array =[Kk7_Array Kk(4,1)];
Kk8_Array =[Kk8_Array Kk(4,2)];
tplot_Array =[tplot_Array tplot];
%
DVe_Array= [ DVe_Array DVe];
%
Omega_Array = [Omega_Array Omega];
%
Omega_hat_Array = [Omega_hat_Array Omega_hat];
%
DVe_hat_Array = [DVe_hat_Array DVe_hat];
%
PkPlus_Array = [PkPlus_Array PkPlus];
%
end
end
Position_Err_Array = (X_Array(1,:) - Xhat_Array(1,:));
Velocity_Err_Array = (X_Array(2,:) - Xhat_Array(2,:));
Wind_Curr_B_EstErr_Array = (X_Array(3,:)-Xhat_Array(3,:));
Wind_Curr_A_EstErr_Array = (X_Array(4,:)-Xhat_Array(4,:));
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figure(5)
subplot(2,1,1);
plot(tplot_Array,X_Array(1,:),'-',tplot_Array,Xhat_Array(1,:),'--');
grid;
xlabel('time(sec)');
ylabel('position(radians)');
legend('True','Estimated');
set(get(gca,'ylabel'),'Fontweight','bold');
set(get(gca,'xlabel'),'Fontweight','bold');
set(legend,'Fontweight','bold');
subplot(2,1,2);
plot(tplot_Array,X_Array(2,:),'-',tplot_Array,Xhat_Array(2,:),'--');
grid;
xlabel('time(sec)');
ylabel('velocity(rad/sec)');
legend('True','Estimated');
set(get(gca,'ylabel'),'Fontweight','bold');
set(get(gca,'xlabel'),'Fontweight','bold');
set(legend,'Fontweight','bold');
figure(6)
subplot(2,1,1);
plot(tplot_Array,Position_Err_Array,'-');
grid;
xlabel('time(sec)');
ylabel('position Error(radians)');
set(get(gca,'ylabel'),'Fontweight','bold');
set(get(gca,'xlabel'),'Fontweight','bold');
subplot(2,1,2);
plot(tplot_Array,Velocity_Err_Array,'-');
grid;
xlabel('time(sec)');
ylabel('velocity Error(rad/sec)');
set(get(gca,'ylabel'),'Fontweight','bold');
set(get(gca,'xlabel'),'Fontweight','bold');

figure(7);
% subplot(2,2,2);
plot(tplot_Array,Wind_Curr_A_EstErr_Array,'',tplot_Array,Wind_Curr_B_EstErr_Array,'--');
grid;
xlabel('time(sec)');
ylabel('Winding Current A (Amps)and Winding Current B(Amps) Error');
legend('Winding Current A Error','Winding Current B Error');
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set(get(gca,'ylabel'),'Fontweight','bold');
set(get(gca,'xlabel'),'Fontweight','bold');
set(legend,'Fontweight','bold');
% figure(8);
% plot(tplot_Array,Omega_Array,'-',tplot_Array,Omega_hat_Array,'--');
% % plot(tplot_Array,Xhat_Array(4,:),'--');
% xlabel('time');
% ylabel('Omega');
% legend('True','Estimated');
% % title('Winding Current A');
% figure(9);
% plot(tplot_Array,Vel_Err_Current_Array,'-',tplot_Array,Vel_Err_hat_Current_Array,'-');
% % plot(tplot_Array,Vel_Err_hat_Current_Array,'-');
% xlabel('Time');
% ylabel('Velocity error');
% legend('True','Estimated');
% figure(10);
% plot(tplot_Array,DVe_Array,'-',tplot_Array,DVe_hat_Array,'--');
% %plot(tplot_Array,DVe_hat_Array,'--');
% xlabel('Time');
% ylabel('Diffrece in velocity error');
% legend('True','Estimated');
% title('Estimated value of difference in velocity error');
%figure(11);
% plot(tplot_Array,Omega_hat_Array,'--');
% xlabel('Time');
% ylabel('Control Amplitue')
% legend('True','Estimated',4);
% title('Control Magnitude');
% figure(12);
% plot(tplot_Array,Kk1_Array,'-',tplot_Array,Kk2_Array,'--',tplot_Array,Kk3_Array,'-.');
% figure(13);
% plot(tplot_Array,Kk4_Array,'-',tplot_Array,Kk5_Array,'--',tplot_Array,Kk6_Array,'-.');
% figure(14);
% plot(tplot_Array,Kk7_Array,'-',tplot_Array,Kk8_Array,'--');
% Compute the std dev of the estimation errors
N = size(X_Array, 2);
N2 = round(N / 2);
X_Array = X_Array(:,N2:N);
Xhat_Array = Xhat_Array(:,N2:N);
%Vel_Err_Current_Array = Vel_Err_Current_Array(:,N2,N);
%Vel_Err_hat_Current_Array = Vel_Err_hat_Current_Array(:,N2,N);
Position_EstErr = sqrt(norm(X_Array(1,:)- Xhat_Array(1,:))^2 / size(X_Array,2));
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Velocity_EstErr = sqrt(norm(X_Array(2,:)-Xhat_Array(2,:))^2 / size(X_Array,2));
Wind_Curr_B_EstErr = sqrt(norm(X_Array(3,:)-Xhat_Array(3,:))^2 / size(X_Array,2));
Wind_Curr_A_EstErr = sqrt(norm(X_Array(4,:)-Xhat_Array(4,:))^2 / size(X_Array,2));
%Error_Difference = sqrt(norm(Vel_Err_Current_Array Vel_Err_hat_Current_Array)^2/size(Vel_Err_Current_Array,2));
%disp(['Std Dev of Estimation Errors = ',num2str(Position_EstErr),',
',num2str(Velocity_EstErr),', ',num2str(Wind_Curr_B_EstErr),',
',num2str(Wind_Curr_A_EstErr)]);
disp(['Std Dev of Estimation Errors = ',num2str(Position_EstErr),',
',num2str(Velocity_EstErr),', ',num2str(Wind_Curr_B_EstErr),',
',num2str(Wind_Curr_A_EstErr)]);
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APPENDIX B
PIC CODE (C PROGRAM)
{**********************************************************************}
#if defined(__PCM__)
#include <16F877.H>
#device *=16 ICD=TRUE ADC=10
// This allows auto variables over location
0xFF
#fuses HS, NOWDT, NOPROTECT, and NOLVP
#use delay(clock=20000000)
#use rs232(baud=9600, xmit=piN_C6, rcv=piN_C7) // Jumpers: 8 to 11, 7 to 12
#include <float.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <stdio.h>
//#include <stdlibm.h>
#include<stdlib.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <input.c>

BYTE const
COSINE[180]={255,255,255,255,255,254,254,253,252,252,251,250,249,248,247,
246,244,243,242,240,238,237,235,233,232,230,228,226,223,221,219,217,214,212,209,
207,204,201,198,196,193,190,187,184,181,177,174,171,167,164,161,157,154,150,146,
143,139,135,131,128,124,120,116,112,108,104,100,95,91,87,83,79,74,70,66,61,57,53,
48,44,40,35,31,26,22,17,13,8,4,4,4,4,8,13,17,22,26,31,35,40,44,48,53,57,61,66,70,
74,79,83,87,91,95,100,104,108,112,116,120,124,128,131,135,139,143,146,150,154,157,
161,164,167,171,174,177,181,184,187,190,193,196,198,201,204,207,209,212,214,217,21
9,221,223,226,228,230,232,233,235,237,238,240,242,243,244,246,247,248,249,250,251,
252,252,253,254,254,255,255,255,255,255};
BYTE const
SINE[180]={4,4,8,13,17,22,26,31,35,40,44,48,53,57,61,66,70,74,79,83,87,91,95,100,
104,108,112,116,120,124,128,131,135,139,143,146,150,154,157,161,164,167,171,174,
177,181,184,187,190,193,196,198,201,204,207,209,212,214,217,219,221,223,226,228,
230,232,233,235,237,238,240,242,243,244,246,247,248,249,250,251,252,252,253,254,
254,255,255,255,255,255,255,255,255,255,255,254,254,253,252,252,251,250,249,248,24
7,246,244,243,242,240,238,237,235,233,232,230,228,226,223,221,219,217,214,212,209,
207,204,201,198,196,193,190,187,184,181,177,174,171,167,164,161,157,154,150,146,
143,139,135,131,128,124,120,116,112,108,104,100,95,91,87,83,79,74,70,66,61,57,53,
48,44,40,35,31,26,22,17,13,8,4,4};
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#BYTE port_d=0x08
static BYTE sine_index=0;
static BYTE stepper_state = 0;
BYTE steps = 4;
BYTE speed = 20;
int INC_flag=0x01;
int STEP=0;
int STEP1=0,STEP_index=25,CP_HIGH =1,Time_index = 10;
int VALUE=0;
int CHANNEL =0;
int32 ANGLE;
int16 ANGLE_FINAL=0;
int16 value1;
int16 value2;
int16 value3;
int16 value4;
signed int16 VS,VC;
float xhat[2]={0,0};
signed int32 xhat_minus[2]={0,0};
int16 z1;
int16 z2;
long Vref;
float dxhat[2]={0,0};
float xhat_plus[2]={0,0};
int i,j;
long m1;
int32 ENCODE_Count=0;
int32 SPD_Count =0;
float Vel_err_current=0,Vel_err_old=0;
float DVe_hat;
float Kp_hat,Kd_hat;
signed int32 dxhat_compute,xhat_scale;
int32 SPD_CAL;
int32 Vref_Scale;
int16 STATE_X2,STATE_X3;
//float sine_value,cosine_value;
float Kk[4][2] ={
{ 0.0001, -0.0001},
{ -0.072, 0.065},
{ -0.0001, 0.0001},
{ 0.0001, -0.0001},
};

float z1_input,z2_input;
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long ACTUAL_STEP;
//int16 sine_value,cosine_value;

void L6208_RESET()
{
output_bit(piN_D2,0);
output_bit(piN_C1,1);
output_bit(piN_C2,1);
}
void GENERATE_SINE()
{
VALUE = (SINE[sine_index]);
set_pwm1_duty(VALUE);
if(sine_index == 0|| (sine_index >= (90 - (STEP_index/2)) && sine_index <= (90 +
(STEP_index/2))))
{
output_bit(piN_D3,1);
}
if((sine_index >= (45 - (STEP_index/2)) && sine_index <= (45 + (STEP_index/2))) ||
(sine_index >= (135 - (STEP_index/2)) && sine_index <= (135 + (STEP_index/2))))
{
output_bit(piN_D3,0);
}
if(sine_index>=0 && sine_index <= 180)
{
sine_index = sine_index + STEP_index;
}
if(sine_index >= 180)
{
sine_index = 0;
}
}

void funcdo()
{
set_tris_d(0x00);
set_tris_c(0x00);
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setup_adc_ports(ALL_ANALOG);
setup_adc( ADC_CLOCK_INTERNAL );
set_adc_channel( 0 );
}
void funcdo1()
{
setup_psp(PSP_DISABLED);
setup_spi(FALSE);
setup_counters(RTCC_INTERNAL,RTCC_DIV_8);
// setup_timer_0(RTCC_INTERNAL);
setup_timer_1(T1_INTERNAL|T1_DIV_BY_8);
setup_timer_2 ( T2_DIV_BY_1, 0xC0, 3);
setup_ccp1(CCP_PWM);
L6208_RESET();
}
void funcdo2()
{
// enable_interrupts(INT_TIMER2);
enable_interrupts(global);
enable_interrupts(INT_TIMER0);
enable_interrupts(INT_EXT);
enable_interrupts(INT_TIMER1);
// enable_interrupts(INT_TBE);
output_bit(piN_D0,1);
output_bit(piN_D2,1);
output_bit(piN_D4,1);
}

void KALMAN_ANGLE()
{
/*if(bit_test(xhat[0],24) == 1)
{
xhat[0] =xhat[0]^0XFFFFFFFF;
xhat[0] = xhat[0]+1;
for ( i=0;i<=12;i++)
{
shift_left(&xhat[0],4,0);
}
xhat[0] = xhat[0]-1;
xhat[0]= xhat[0]^0XFFFFFFFF;
}
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else
{
for ( i=0;i<=12;i++)
{
shift_left(&xhat[0],4,0);
}
}*/
//set_timer1(0);
//value1=get_timer1();
ANGLE =5730*xhat[0];
ANGLE_FINAL = (ANGLE % 360);
//ANGLE_FINAL = ceil(ANGLE % 360);
if((ANGLE_FINAL >=0) && (ANGLE_FINAL < 90))
{
VS = (SINE[ANGLE_FINAL]);
VC = (COSINE[ANGLE_FINAL]);
// sine_value = V_S/1024 ;
// cosine_value = V_C/1024 ;
}
else if ((ANGLE_FINAL >=90) && (ANGLE_FINAL <180))
{
VS = (SINE[ANGLE_FINAL]);
VC = COSINE[ANGLE_FINAL] - 1;
VC = VC^0XFFFF;
// VC = (-1)*(COSINE[ANGLE_FINAL]);
// sine_value = V_S/1024 ;
// cosine_value = ((-1)*V_C)/1024 ;
}
else if ((ANGLE_FINAL >=180) && (ANGLE_FINAL <270))
{
VS = SINE[ANGLE_FINAL-180] - 1;
VS = VS^0XFFFF;
// VS = (-1)*(SINE[ANGLE_FINAL-180]);
VC = COSINE[ANGLE_FINAL-180] - 1;
VC = VC^0XFFFF;
// VC = (-1)*(COSINE[ANGLE_FINAL-180]);
//sine_value = ((-1)*V_S)/1024 ;
// cosine_value = ((-1)*V_C)/1024 ;
}
else if((ANGLE_FINAL >=270) && (ANGLE_FINAL <360))
{
VS = SINE[ANGLE_FINAL-180] - 1;
VS = VS^0XFFFF;
// VS = (-1)*SINE[ANGLE_FINAL-180];
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VC = COSINE[ANGLE_FINAL-180];
// sine_value = ((-1)*V_S)/1024 ;
// cosine_value = V_C/1024 ;
}

}
void KALMAN_COMPUTE()
{
dxhat[0] = xhat[1];
dxhat_compute = SINE[sine_index]*VC - COSINE[sine_index]*VS;
if(bit_test(dxhat_compute,31) == 1)
{
dxhat_compute =dxhat_compute^0XFFFFFFFF;
dxhat_compute = dxhat_compute+1;
shift_right(&dxhat_compute,4,0);
dxhat_compute = dxhat_compute-1;
dxhat_compute = dxhat_compute^0XFFFFFFFF;
}
else
{
shift_right(&dxhat_compute,4,0);
}
xhat_scale = xhat[1];
if(bit_test(xhat_scale,31) == 1)
{
xhat_scale =xhat_scale^0XFFFFFFFF;
xhat_scale = xhat_scale+1;
for ( i=0;i<=8;i++)
{
shift_left(&xhat_scale,4,0);
}
xhat_scale = xhat_scale-1;
xhat_scale= xhat_scale^0XFFFFFFFF;
}
else
{
for ( i=0;i<=8;i++)
{
shift_left(&xhat_scale,4,0);
}
}
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dxhat[1] = dxhat_compute -xhat_scale ;
//dxhat[1] = 99*(SINE[sine_index]*VC - COSINE[sine_index]*VS) -495*xhat[1] ;
//dxhat[2] = (-500)*xhat[2] - 0.04*xhat[1]*VC +4*(SINE[sine_index]);
//dxhat[3] = (-500)*xhat[3] + 0.04*xhat[1]*VS+4*(COSINE[sine_index]);
/*dxhat[0] = xhat[1];
dxhat[1] = 4*xhat[2]*V_C - 4*xhat[3]*V_S - 7*xhat[1] - 37;
dxhat[2] = 8400*xhat[2] - 4*xhat[1]*V_C + (ub_hat);
dxhat[3] = (-8400)*xhat[3] + 4*xhat[1]*V_S+ (ua_hat);*/
/*if(bit_test(dxhat[0],31) == 1)
{
dxhat[0] =dxhat[0]^0XFFFFFFFF;
dxhat[0] = dxhat[0]+1;
for ( i=0;i<=12;i++)
{
shift_right(&dxhat[0],4,0);
}
dxhat[0] = dxhat[0]-1;
dxhat[0]= dxhat[0]^0XFFFFFFFF;
}
else
{
for ( i=0;i<=12;i++)
{
shift_right(&dxhat[0],4,0);
}
}
if(bit_test(dxhat[1],31) == 1)
{
dxhat[1] =dxhat[1]^0XFFFFFFFF;
dxhat[1] = dxhat[1]+1;
for ( i=0;i<=12;i++)
{
shift_right(&dxhat[1],4,0);
}
dxhat[1] = dxhat[1]-1;
dxhat[1]= dxhat[1]^0XFFFFFFFF;
}
else
{
for ( i=0;i<=12;i++)
{
shift_right(&dxhat[1],4,0);
}
}*/
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xhat[0] = xhat[0] + dxhat[0]*0.0004;
xhat[1] = xhat[1] + dxhat[1]*0.0004;
/*for(i=0;i<=1;i++)
{
xhat[i] = xhat[i] + dxhat[i]*0.0002;
}
for(i=0;i<=3;i++)
{
xhat_minus[i] = xhat[i];
}*/
//value2=get_timer1();
}
void KALMAN_MEASURMENT()
{
//z1_input = z1*0.001;
//z2_input = z2*0.001;
STATE_X2 = SINE[sine_index];
STATE_X3 = COSINE[sine_index];
shift_left(&STATE_X2,2,0);
shift_left(&STATE_X3,2,0);
xhat_plus[0] = xhat[0] ;//+ (Kk[0][0]*(z1-STATE_X2)+Kk[0][1]*(z2-STATE_X3));
xhat_plus[1] = xhat[1] + (Kk[1][0]*(z1-STATE_X2)+Kk[1][1]*(z2-STATE_X3));
//xhat_plus[0] = xhat[0] + (Kk[0][0]*(z1_input-xhat_minus[2])+Kk[0][1]*(z2_inputxhat_minus[3]));
//xhat_plus[1] = xhat[1] + (Kk[1][0]*(z1_input-xhat_minus[2])+Kk[1][1]*(z2_inputxhat_minus[3]));
//xhat_plus[2] = xhat_minus[2] + (Kk[2][0]*(z1_inputxhat_minus[2])+Kk[2][1]*(z2_input-xhat_minus[3]));
//xhat_plus[3] = xhat_minus[3] + (Kk[3][0]*(z1_inputxhat_minus[2])+Kk[3][1]*(z2_input-xhat_minus[3]));
for(i=0;i<=1;i++)
{
xhat[i] = xhat_plus[i];
}
//Vel_err_hat_current = Vref_Scale - xhat[2];
Vel_err_current = Vref_Scale - SPD_CAL;
DVe_hat = Vel_err_current - Vel_err_old;
sine_index = sine_index + Kp_hat*Vel_err_current;// + Kd_hat * DVe_hat;
//value4=get_timer1();
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}
/*void STEP_index_SELECT()
{
for(m1=0;m1<=9;m1++)
{
value1 = (103 * m1);
value2 = (103 * (m1+1));
if(Vref >= value1 && Vref <= value2)
{
STEP_index =m1+1;
}
}
}*/
void main()
{
funcdo();
funcdo1();
funcdo2();
Kp_hat= 0.01;
set_timer0(10);
set_timer1(3035);
while(TRUE)
{
//STEP_INDEX_SELECT();
Vel_err_old = Vel_err_current;
for(j=0;j<=3;j++)
{
KALMAN_ANGLE();
KALMAN_COMPUTE();
}
Vref_Scale = (Vref + 240)/50;
SPD_CAL = (SPD_Count - 6)/1.1;
KALMAN_MEASURMENT();

// enable_interrupts(INT_TBE);
// enable_interrupts(INT_RDA);
// enable_interrupts(global);
// printf(" %f %f %f %f \r\n ",xhat[0],xhat[1],xhat[2],xhat[3]);
// printf(" %f %f %f %f \r\n ",dxhat[0],dxhat[1],dxhat[2],dxhat[3]);
printf("%f %f %lu %lu \r\n",xhat[0],xhat[1],SPD_Count,ENCODE_Count);
}
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}
/*#int_TIMER1
void TIMER1_isr()
{
set_adc_channel( 4 );
Vref = read_adc();
STEP_index_SELECT();
ACTUAL_STEP = 160/STEP_index;
STEP_QUART = ACTUAL_STEP/4;
STEP_3BY4 = (3*ACTUAL_STEP)/4;
STEP_HALF = ACTUAL_STEP/2;
set_timer1(100);
}*/
#int_EXT
void EXT_isr()
{
ENCODE_Count = ENCODE_Count + 1 ;
}
#int_TIMER1
void TIMER1_isr()
{
value1 = get_timer1();
SPD_Count=ENCODE_Count;
ENCODE_Count = 0;
set_timer1(3035);
}
#int_TIMER0
void TIMER0_isr()
{
SWITCH(CHANNEL)
{
CASE 0:
{
z1= read_adc();
set_adc_channel( 1 );
CHANNEL =1;
break;
}
CASE 1:
{
z2 = read_adc();
set_adc_channel( 2 );
CHANNEL =2;
break;
}
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CASE 2:
{
Vref = read_adc();
set_adc_channel( 0 );
CHANNEL =0;
break;
}
}
GENERATE_SINE();
set_timer0(10);
}

Appendix
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